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INTRODUCTION

This is the final report of a study of the Pacific Circle Consortium.

It is based on document analysis and interviews with participants.

Participants have reacted to earlier versions of the report, and their

reactions have been incorporated into the present account.

Since the preparation of the last report (September; 1979), new

sections (3i4,5) have been added and earlier sections substantially

modified to take account of participants, reactions. Section 3 of the

last version "Prospects") has been absorbed into sections 3,4 and 5

of this report.

The form of the present report is this:

SECTION 1 is Concerned with the origins of the Pacific Circle. It gives

"creation stories".whiCh reveal that the Consortium exists at two separate

"levels": the consortium of participating OECD countries, and the

consortium of institutions. A third level of activity also exists: the

consortium of development teams. The development of the consortium of

institutions' is seen to be highly personality-dependent. The 'relationships

formed between participating institutions suggest that the consortium has

its strongest coherence at this level: at the level of countries, the

association is formal (and necessary for legitimisation of the consortium

of institutions), while at the level of institutions, common activity

binds participants into productive relations. A possible implication is

that the two levels could separate over time, since the forces binding

institutions together seem stronger than those binding the consortium of

institutions to the OECD/CERI Policy Group.

SECTION 2 outlines the involvement of participating institutions (including

OECD/CERI). The amount of activity generated within the Pacific Circle

common work program is seen to be considerable. (Participants have

estimated that some A$300,000 has been spent by their institutions in

4
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the Pacifie Circle common work program to'Sanuary 1980). The invol,Ament

of each institution is discussed wider the headings of (1) Origins, 0)

Relationi with Policy Group representativei (5) InstitUtional structure

and function, .(4) The development group, (S) Description of tecent work,

(6) Evolution of the work, (7) FUtUre activities, (8) Maintenance

conditions, stability and interdependence oflevels, and (9) Emergent

issues. Some important themes arising in this institution-by-institution

discussion which are discussed in later sections are the difference

between governmental and non-governmental agencies in the Consortium, the

difference Jetween institutions which have already made substantial

commitments in Pacific-Circle-related developments and those which have

not yetmade major commitments, and the different kinds of future rt

developments most suited to institutions with different characteristics

and levels of past commitment.

SECTION 3 discusses the types of activity emerging. In relation to-

consortium orgihisation, more integrated fo'rms of organisation are

beginning to emerge; the development of the formal charter and constitution

of the Consort:1.qm is seen to be especially importint for coordination of

work and expansion of membership. In relation to the conceptual framework

of the Consortium:evolution of an agreed frame of reference is evident,

with some narrowing of focus related to specific Consortium tasks.

Communications processes in the Consortium have also'evolved and appear

to provide for a rich variety of communications possibilities which can

support the development task and allow for coordination of institutional

'activities. Finally, the proposal for a common project is discussed; it

suggests that certain ambiguities still exist within the Consortium and

that integration of activities within the Consortium is still incomplete.

.M6eover, the form of integration to be achieved will have different

effects on different participants. This process will probably be completed

over the coming year or two, and the Consortium will reach.a fairly

stable form.

SECTION 4 discusses legitimation of the Consortium by OECtVCERI. It

suggests that the Consortium is reaching the point where, though OECD10ERI

suppor: remains necessary and helpful in the .short -term future, the

Consortium is reaching a point where it will soon be regarded by "third- w

party" institutions as legitimate in its own Light. This has implications



or the relationship between the OECD/CERI Policy Group and the Consortium

in the short-term and medium-term future. In the short-term, OECD/CERI

support may strengthen the prospects of the Consortium;, in the medium-
.

term, the Consortium may be able to achieve autonomy.

SECTION S is analytic, considering the conditions necessary fot the

Consortium to achieVe autonomy and become self-sustaining. It analyses

the internal and external interactions of theConsbrtpa and threats to

survival internally and externally. Though the Consortium so far appears

not tb have achieved independence and autonomy (from the support of

OECD/CERI on the one hand and from the support of participaint institutions.

on the other), there are reasons for believing that it. can do so in the

medium term. The present limitations to its independence and autonomy

are being actively addressed by participants, and, given that the

Consortium can attain some of the aims itiis now pursuing in. its work,

as iS expected, then these limitations will be overcome.

The Consortium model seems successful. Probibly the success of the

model depends upon the personal= commitment of participants,'and their
r

discietionary power within their institutions. It also depends upon.the

sponsorship of OECD/CERI for legitimacy. (OECO/CERI financial support

has been limited, but .nevertheliss significant in helping theConsOrtium

to develop). Time has also been important: negotiations between

participating nstitutions, GECD/CERI and Policy Group representatives

take time in establishing an'international activity of this kind.fhe'intranational

relations between participating agencie's and Policy Group representatives

have been especially important in creating conditions which have allowed

work to begin while these negotiations have progressed. It has taken

four years for the Consortium to reach its present,,relatively-stable state.

The diplomatic ability of participants should also be stressed: by

and large it has been posiible for participatinginstitutions tomaintain

contact through the difficult times when common agreements and

interpretations have been in the process of formation, and for the responsible

individuals within participating institutions to saintain the activities

even though the timescales for international work are protracted by

compatison with the intranational work to which the agencies are accustomed.

6
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The Consortimi has already been productive:' trial materials' 1, .'

pilot resource-packs are available. There are good prospects for the

development of further unilaterally-, bilaterally-, and multilaterally-

produced materials and resources in the medium-term future. These are

likely to be useful, both in their countries of origin and in other

countries (initially within the Consortiinn bUt also beyond it).

,

Continued support is necessary for the Consortium to succeed in-the

. short and, medium term;: ii is. emitter of some urgen.cy that funds,be found 'to

maintain present activities and for. consolidation and integration. The

capacity of the participating ihstitutions to find these' funds is limited,,,

so some injection of support will be necessary either from within the .

participating countries-for the participatingagencies, or from some

other source for the Consortiuin as a whole.

This final report captured some features of the Pacific, Circle up

to and including its Third Annual Meeting, held in Sydney and Canberra,

January 1980., Events since that Time suggest that new agreements have.

been Leached, especially with respect to the integration and continuation

of the current work program (integration of development work rather than

integration of production processes as disdussed in relation to the

proposed common project). 'Undeirihese conditions, it appears that OECD/CERI.

will continue to be significant as a major source of legitimacy and support

for the, Consortium.

7
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1, ORIGINS
'

141 CREATION STORIES

. 1.1.1 Some people say that the Pacific Circle grew from discussions

between Malcolm Skilbeck, then the newly-appointed Director of

the Aultralian Curriculum Development Centre (CDC), and David

Thomas of OECD/CERI at the' CERI-sponsored International Conference

on Curriculum Development Styles and Structures held at Bruce Hall,

Australian National University, August 27 - September 2, 1975.

Thomas andSkiibeck met.; discuss a book on In-Service Teacher.

0 Education which Skilbeck.was to write with Professor Glen Evans

of the University of,Aueensland; it was to be part,of Australia's

contribution. to a CERI conference on that topic (then planned to .

be held in Philadelphia in July; 1976). Skilbeck had worked with

CERI since 1971 and had played a leading role in various RI
. ,

activities related to curriculum (indeed, it was on a visit to

Australia to plan the 1975 conference aftera 19,.74 CERI confeience

in Japan which lerh#1,to apply,forthe CDC -position; and he went

to Australia from his previous post aR Professor of Education at

the University of Ulster to take up the CDC position more or less
.

simultaneously with going to the CERI conference in.Canberra).

From hii new post, he saw opportunities Az continue his CERI

..work and to increase the intensity of participation in CERI

activities among 'Pacific rim members of OECD. Both Thomas and .

Skilbeck recognised the difficulty of achieving high levels of

participation in CERI activities among these non-European nations

naturally enough, CERPrmain theatre of action had always

been European, working. from OECD's Paris headquarters.

1.1.2. Other people say tgat'the,Phcific Circle was launched on November

25, 1975 at a dinner in Paris, attended by the Australian, New

Zealand, Japanese and U.S. representatives on the ckRIGoverning

Board. (It is significant, in view of the unfolding stdry,
P

I

that the Canadian representative could not be present). The announcement
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was'made by Mr. Ron Gass of OECD. It took members of the

CERI Secretariat brurprise that the Pacific Circle activity

had so quickly reached the point at which it could'be regarded

as part of CERI's program plans, even though it was still to

be formally ratified ss part of the official program -- a

decision which was to be taken by the CEA' Governing Board on

May 27th, 1977 .

1.1.3 Clearly, these two creation stories are not incompatible. They:

are portrayed here as separate because the distinction of levels

. has become an important one for the Circle. Officially in CERI,

that is tosay, at the level of the Governing Board, the Pacific

Circle came into existence by action of the Governing Board, which

created a "Policy Group" (at the May 1977 meeting) to oversee its

activities. The Policy Group comprised the Governing Board

members or their representatives fry* the five Pacific rim members

of OECD (Australia, New Zealand,:Japan, the U.S.A. and Canada).

It.was an opportunity fai these "long-distance" members of OECD

to have a more intense level of CERI activity, and in any case it

formalised the existence of an informally-operating "long- distance

club" of members who were usually meeting for a day or two before

or after Governing Board meetings to catch up with CERI developments

and exchange views. The Skilbeck- Thomas idea simply gave substance

{curriculum development) to a form which already existed over a

general and diffuse set of CERI activities and interests.

1.1.4 At the level of the Secretariat and consultants (the Thomas-Skilbeck

level of interaction), it is surprising neither that the Pacific

rim countries emerged as the ones likely to participate in this

CERI activity nor that it would be in the area of curriculum

development. After all, Skilbeck was, in a personal sense;

transferring his "theatre of operations" from Europe to the Pacific

in his move to the Curriculum Development Centre (and wanting to

establish its international contacts among neighbouring countries),

and he had worked with CERI extensively in the curriculum development

field. (Skilbeck's first contact with OECD /CERI and Thomas had

10



1.1.5

'been at an international conference sponsored by Volkswagen on.

curriculum development at. the University of East Anglia in 1971).

From this we may conclude that a Pacific Circle consortium of

countries within the CERI. network appealed to existing substantive

and organisational interests. The idea became a vehicle for

expressing the common interests of CERI and its Pacific rim members.'

1.4.6, We need not pause here to deal in detail with each of the

institutional contacts made bySkilbeck on a North American visit

to make "soundings" about the idea of a consortium of cooperating

educational research anti development agencies and to identify

institutions which might become the operational "arm" of the column

Pacific Circle work program. Suffice it to say that he visited

siveral-institUtions In North America and decided that insufficient

commonality existed at 'some for an,operational link to be forged,

while at others there was potential for a working relationship

(the NatiOnal Institutes of Education -- NIE; the North West

Regional Educational Laboratory -- NWREL; the University of

Hawaii's Curriculum Research and Development Group -- CRDG; and

the East-West Center -- EWC). It is significant to note that

Skilbeck was unable to visit potential participant institutions in

Canada. Contacts already existed with-a posiible Japanese participa

(the National Institute for Educational Research -- NIER) as a

result of CERI meetings in Tokyo (1974) and Canberra (1975),

especially through Professor "Azuma(Tokyo University, mho had

strong links with NIER), and with New Zealand through the, Director-.

General of the N.Z. Department of Education, Mr. Bill Renwick.

This network of contacts provided a working foundation for a common

program Of curriculum development work. All the potential

participants had strong interests in educational research and

development (R 4 D), personal contacts were at a high level in

each institution (thus creating the "internal sponsorship" which

could facilitate institutional involvement and could call upon;

the discretionary resources of these sponsors within their institutions),

and all, for different reasons, were interested in pursuing

international cooperative work.

11
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From this we may conclude that a Pacific Circle consortium of

,edecational R v D agencies came into existence through a network .

cpersonal contacts, and that it appealed in a fairly natural

way tothe interests of the individuals and agencies involved,

both in terms of their intra -national-roles and reputations and

in extending these interests internationally.

1.2 THE RANGE OF ACTIVITIES

From the perspective. of CERI and the Policy Group, the creation

of the Pacific Circle as a firmal CERI activity offered the prospect.

of cooperative work in curriculum development and other areas. A

range of other.activities, some already within the portfolio of its

program, could be intensified in participatingcountries through

the Pacific CiYcle mechanism. There was also a passibility that

the Circle could form the basis for a rangeof educational and

cultural exchaue'activities which-could intensify the interaction -'

between member countries. Nevertheless, curriculum development

processes and products provided the basic commonality of concern.

Prom the earliest stages, it seemed that the. Circle mechanism

might create the possibility for exchange of newly-developed materials

between member countries (e.g. CDC's Social Educetion.Materials

Project products could be disseminated through the Circle to potential

users in other participating countries); there was, moreover,a

shared concern about issues of curricului development, innovation,

implementation and evaluation; and-beyond that, there was also the

possibility of joint. development work. This potential for some

kind of collaborative development work by the consortium was

especially ativactiveto some participating agencies. Pies expressed

in the early documents, however, tended to see the consortia.: as a

loose confederation of more or less parallel developments rawer than

a tight joint-development project. From the perspective of some

,participants,t seemed that expectations and structureswere

deliberately left open to allow the consortium to evolve a preferred

mode (or modes) of operation; others feel that the commitment to

joint development work was. established very early on.

12
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1.2.2 From the perspective of the participating institutions, exchange

of materials was at least a first step. After this, coordinated,

cooperative or joint development seemed appropriate. After all,

each participating educational R 4 D agency ip it not only as an

opportunity for dissemination of its own curriculum products,

development styles, procedures and experience, but also as an

opportunity to extend its own work. The mechanism created by the

consortium offered the possibilities of increasing the kiowledge

and resource base of each participating agency in pursuit of its

own interests and goals intra-nationally (by incorporating the*

resources made available by other participating agencies), of

increasing the intra-national standing of each agency by its

international affiliation with.the consortium, and of extending

the roles and interests of each agency into project work with an

internitional base and educational_mission. in short, the values

and interests of each participating agency could be servedand

extended by participation, collaboration and contact with other

agencies working in the same field. Moreover, the curriculum.

development focus of the Circle allowed each to apply its present

modes of operation (e.g. curriculum development, implementation,

evaluation and dissemination processes) over an expanded domain.

One initial attraction, then, was the notion of an expanded market

for the products of each agency, but a second followed hard on its

heels: the expansion of the domain of activity of primarily intra-

national agencies into international work.1

1.2.3 The Pacific Circle thus offered the possibility of intensifi:etion

of interaction between countries to the Policy Group, but the

. participating R 4 D agencies had a double agenda: first, to

increase country-to-country exchange and interaction and second,

to extend the values, interests and modes of operation of each

1 The East-West Center's Cultural Learning Institute is an exception to most
of these generalisations: its own work has always been multi-national.
For the Sast-West Centre, the consortium was attractive for two kinds of
reasons: first, curriculum for international understanding represented an
area where nations might feel a commonality of concern and an interest in
jointly solving problems of mutual consequence, and second, the consortium
represented-a sore or less "spontaneous" expression of an impulse to
trans-national work whilh parallelled its.owiinterests.
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agency through common work. The mechanism of a consortium of

R 40 agencies from participating countries (rather than national

education departments or ministries alone) thus set up a

"productive tension" between two sets of goals: those of country,

to-country exchange and interaction, and those of expanding

educational R 4 D,work in particular.

1.2.4 The "productive tension" created between these two sets of goals

was, of course, obvious to all fiam the beginning. In a classiC4

sense, the mechanism created a community of self interests between

the Policy Group and the participating institutions: Association

with CERI as an international agency and with other national

agencies was an inducement to. institutions to participate;

association through the mechanism of a working consortium of

institutions was a productive way for CERI Policy Group countries

to intensify their interactions.

1.2.S' The "productive tension!' thesis is satisfactory as far as it goes:

gut.the interests of the consortium of countries:and the consortium of

institutions are jointly served only within the community of

their self-interests. Outside this mutuality of interests are

the self interests both of the individual agencies (the CERI

Secretariat on the one hand, and the participating'R 4 D

agencies on the other) and of the two "levels" whicli are created

by the arrangement. Each level has its on domain, values,

interests, goals and tasks, andthexte is always the possibility

that these may compete or even come into conflict. It is possible

that the consortium of countries and the consortium of

institutions may come "unstuck" if the forces for cohesion within

levels are more powerful than those for cohesion between levels

and if cooperation between levels becomes unnecessary for the

survival of the separate levels.

1.2.6 There is evidence in the present relationship between the two

levels of the Pacific Circle that the forces for cohesion within

levels have indeed proved greater than the forces for cohesion

between levels. The consortium of countries may survive as part

of the OECD/CERI framework, but the consortium of institutions, 14



which, in the longer term, could be carried on even without CERI

sponsorship.

1.2.7 Participants in both levels of the Pacific Circle recognize a

continuing mutuality of interests which may maintain the integrity

of the whole in a looser, more ritualised sense. For the

consortium of institutions,. the OECD/CERI umbrella may provide

legitimisation, coordination at official governmintlevel,

some resources for coimunication.and'administraiion; for the

consortium of countries, the participating R 4 D agencies may

provide tangible evidence of cooperation in the service of

international understanding. Moreover, the consortium of

institutions may also provide one kind of model of cooperative

work which could be replicated for other tasks in educational

research and innovation.

1.2.0 Thus far, two "levels" of the Pacific Circle have been identified:

the consortium of countries (policy group level) and the consortium

of institutions (educational RI D agencies). In fact, a third

"level" of the Circle may be identified: the development groups

and project teams working intra -nationally under the broad

umbrella of the leiel two framework. This third level could

.hardly be described as a consortium of development groups (they

achieve their commonality through the level two framework), but

it should be recognized'that they do in fact have interactions

(between institutions and between countries) whih.give them some

life of their own as an international group. -ilore importantly,

however, these, evelopment groups incur obligations and create

expectations with the teachers and school systems with which they

interact most immediately. These local expectations' and demands

place constraints upon the level two consortium. Once having

created these expectations, local development groups axe nbt at

liberty to revise their work programs solely at the bebeit of

the level two consortium.

1.2.9 This is a matter of some significance for the Pacific Circle as

a whole. Once agreements have been reached, and development

15



teams are engaged in work which will express those agreements

in curriculum' form, the agreements themselves become constraining

for other levels of the Pacific Circle. The accumulation of

past work sustains local expectations about each local development

and-absorbs the resources available. Changes in direction for

the level two consortium are consequently more difficult to achieve,

no matter how desirable they may seem to participants in discussions

at level two.

1.2.10 This analysis seems to suggest that a consequence of the accumulation

of constraints at level three is that those agencies which have

progressed farthest with development work will be least able to

change direction as new plans are formulated at level two for:the

consortium. As should become clear, these constraints are most

burdensome for governmental educational R 4 D agencies with permanent

curriculum responsibilities, andlpast burdensome for semi-government

agencies accustomed to short-term, specific project work. Thii

distinction suggests one dimension of potential fragmentation of

the present level'twilfirdup; those with permanent and general

curriculum responsibilities within their countries are to some

extent impaired in taking up new initiatives created at level two;

those with the.smallest accumulation of tasks and expectations

are mast able to take up new tasks within a revised ir.amework of

possibilities for common work.

1,3 PERSONALITY DEPENDENCE

1.3.1 As foregoing sections have implied, the development of the Pacific

Circle was an opportunistic response to a felt need within OECD/CERI.

At the policy level members 'of the "long distance club" were

meeting in an ad hoc fashion befbre of after CERI gpierning board

meetiigs to catch up on develOpments and exchangeperspec4ves.

At the Secretariat'consultant level, the Pacific Circle was.a

response to a. personal initiative by Malcolm Skilbeck and David

Thomas. This theme concerning the importance of individual

Perspectives and personal contacts is critical in understanding

16
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1.3.2

c irc econso as i .cane e opera on Ise .

in the work of the participating institutions.

;

Further evidence of the personality-dependence' of the Circle is

evident in the way institutions were contacted and invited to

participate. Malcolm Skilbeck is a critical figurein the Circle

because it was he who made the contacts from which the consortium

of institutions was forged. (Indeed, one factor explaining the

uncertainties over Canadian participation is that Skilbeck was

not able to contact an appropriate participant during his 1976,

North American trip; another factor is the nature of Canadian

participation in OECD/CERI -- by rotation among provinces in the

Canadian Council of Ministeri).

1.3.3 It would be wrong, of course, to suggest that it was only the

personal contact network which was responsible for gaining commitment

by potential participants to the infant consortium. The CERI

governing board memberplayedan important role (especially in the

1.3.4

cases of Japar and New Zealand), and in any case the agencies contacted

by Skilbeck had proven track records in the curriculum development

field (or other relevant expertise). Even in those cases where

.participation was secured by personal contact, the commitment of

institutions to the Circle depended, at least in a formal sense,

upon tacit recognition of the legitimacy of,institutional

participation by the relevant governing board agency.

As has-already been suggested, the personality-dependence of the

consortium has another,face. Within each potentially-participating
.

institution, Skilbeck made contact with the executive officer with

relevant responsibility. These individualsDrovided a basis for

internal sponsorship of Pacific Circle activities within their

institutions. The Circle is also"personality-dependent in the

sense that these key individuals were able to use their discretionary,

powers, their own contact networks, and their own institutional

support bases as foundations for Circle activities. Especially

for those agencies which did not have formal national educational

R 4 D responsibilities, this internal discretionaiysponsorship

was crucial in obtaining commitment of the institution to Circle

17



activities in the absence of injections of external funds which

could galvanize'the institutions into a major development project

activity (especially the U.S. institutions): But even in the

national-governmental agencies, internal discretionary sponsorship

has been essential. Given only current resources (or limited'extra

resources in the cue of Japan) each institution has depended on

internal "sponsors" to allocate tasks which created a low but

significant level of Circle-related activity.within.

1.3.5 There are thus two senses fa: which the consortium of participating

institutions is personality-dependent: first,sin the sense that

the initial contact network was established through face-to-face

negotiations, and second, in the sense that each participating

institution depends upon an internal sponsor who can use discretionary

powers and resources to support Circle activities.
1 .

1.3.6 To some, this may seem a troubling state of affairs. But the

innovation research literature testifies to "the priMacy of

personal conta4t"
2

in creating the conditibns under which innovation

can establish itself. Moreover, it is from this relatively personal

and opportunistic initial condition that more lormal and more

permanent structures can evolve. And this is indeed what has

happened through the series of international meetings of participating

institutiOne(Honolulu, 1977; Tokyo, 1978; Honolulu, Jinuary 1979;

Sydney/Canberra, September 1979). Each time, the common interests

of the consortium have been extended, the "common work program"

refined, and the operating structures more explicitly defined.

'1.3.i Nevertheless, personality-dependent networks may prove fragile,

especially for international work which involves long-distance

communication, long timescales, and gradual.e4Olution of agreements

(to common goals, procedures and tasks) and of the work itself. An

important theme to be taken up later in this report is the formalisation

of this network and the institutionalisation of these agreements in

'the charter and the reports of the consortium of institutions.

1 It will be interesting to follow the consequences for the consortium and
for NWREL Pacific Circle partlzipation of Dr. Larry Fish's retirement from
the Executive Directorshi of NWREL. (.



1.4 LEVELS OF CONTACT

1.4.1 The degree to which an organization can carry out its tasks smoothly,

and effective ly depends in part upon levels of communication between

participants. Although no doubt a point can be reached at which

communication impaIrs task-orientation, a degree of mutual understanding

is necessary if common work is not to fiagment and decay. Like any

,organization, the Pacific Circle may fall.prey to these difficulties.

{The situation is, of course, attenuated for international

Organizations).

1:4.2 It seems a reasonable hypothesis that nodes of intense "intercommunication

within the general network of the Pacific Circle will be likely growth-

points 'for its work. This shodld be evident both in the exchange, of

materials between participating institutions and in the commomlity
. -

of development work within and between institutions. Although no

quantitative, data have been collected to test. this hypothesis, the

judgments .of individuals in participating institutions support the

notion,.

1:4.3 Participants' judgments of levels of contact among Pacific Circle

participants intranationally and internationally give a rough guide

to potential growth points for common'work in the Circle. The

pattern of these judgments allows.a number of inferences j

a Canada barely registers on the contact network so far; policy

group contacts account for almost all the contactt made.

b OECD contact irevenly spread, though mast intense with

Australia(as might be expected given Skilbeck's role as

. initial contact and his present role as Chairman of the

consortium). OECD contacts with New Zealand have also been

strong given Bill Renwick's Chairmanship of the CERT Governing

Board.

c. Japanese contacts are fairly evenly spread, with good contact

at policy group level, good contacts with Australia,

and good contacts with CRDGin particular among American

institutions.
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d New Zealand has strong contacts with Auitralia

across all levels of activity. Though high level,contacts

are good across the board, contact at lower levels is less

frequent.

e American contacts are generally strong across, the board,

but less intense with New Zealand participating institutions.

The Hawaii-based institutions have good communication

possibilities, though they have very different missions.'

f Likeliest growth points would seem to be in the New Zealand/

Australia nexus, within Hawaii (for some types Of common work),

between NWREL and CDC, and inthe Australia/CELT. domain

(though this reflects an-historical linkage and a sponsorship

relationship). The "visibility" of CDC in these linkages

reflects'Skilbeck's Chairmanship of the consortium of

inititutions.

g Japanese activities have good top -dOwn support tiut language

and'cultural differences pose some barriers.

1.5 ACCUMULATION OF COMMITMENTS

1.$.1 As has alreadibeen mentioned, there is a problem of historicity

(the accumulation of past commitments) which makes it more difficult

for participants to respond immediately io changes in direction from

the consortium of institutions (level two) group. Different

institutions are in different stages of development work, and using

different modes of operation. Hence there are problems of "leads

and lags" in orchestration of the common ,work program. In an

earlier phase, when participating institutions were relatively

unfettered with respect to Pacific Circle work, action could be

taken more readily to express new goals in project work. By now,

given more substantial development commitments and a greater

intricacy of the conceptual framework and inter-relationship between

development tasks, changes are slower to negotiate.
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1.5.2 There has been some slippage in projected timescales for Circle

. activities. This is to be expected given the problems of

translating the aspirations of the common work program into

development tasks in each particpating country and institition.

In any case, the tasks themselves have been redefined and

refined as negotiations between the aspirations of consortium

participants and the practical demands on local project teams

have worked theiselves out.

1.5.3 It would appear that the last year of operation of the consortium

of institutions has reprepinteda consolidation phase, in which

the development commitments of participating institutions are

Working themselves out. But it has also been a time for reflection

on possible futures for the consortium: after the initial "settling"

phase, participating institutions have designed frameworks for

consortium organisition, for communication, for common conceptualisation

of education for international-Understanding and for a common project.

These frameworks have been formally agreed by participants and suggest

that future operations will be more stable and more differentiated.
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2,0 OECD/CERI

2.0.1 From CERI's perspective, the Pacific Circle project is a two-level

one: it is first of all a response to the needs and interests of

Pacific rim member countries in more intense collaboration, and

secondly, a collaborative enterprise whose work is expressed in

part through a consortium of participating institutions. Members

of OECD/CERI are at liberty to make bilateral or multilaterIl

arrangements for common work; institutions in member countries

are similarly at liberty to make biliteral or multilateral

arrangements. The Pacific Circle, from OECD / CERI's point of

view, is simply an expression of the interest of Pacific rim

member countries in collaborative work; what else it may be to

participating countries or institutions.is not an issue for

OECD/CERI except to the extent that the Circle as formally-

approved activity can use CERI resources within the common

interest of CERI as a whole. Thatis, the Circle as a CERI

activity requires the approval of all twenty-four member

States; though it is also expected to contribute to OECD/CERI

as a'whole (e.g. by providing information about the operation

of international consortia in general).

2.0.2

*

CERI's interest in the Consortiumis partly a response to a felt

need within the organisation to intensify interaction between non- A

European member States. It is a recognition that the broad

constituency of OECD must be served as fully as possible, and that

non- European States have particular problems of international

cooperation and development whith are important for the'organisation

as a whole. The Circle activity provides an opportunity to explore

some of these difficulties in an experimental way.

2.0.3 The Circle does not, from CERI's point of view,. represent.an .interest

in regionalisation of OECD or CERI activities, even though one

particular region is served by the activity.
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2 4 The Circle expresses a further interest of CERI,, namely, tha; it

move from theoretical, research-based consultancy work (e.g.

through seminars and international conferences bn special topics)

towards more policy- and practice-oriented work. That is to say,

.CERI is interested in moving into.more developmental and action-

oriented projects involving member States in joint work and

practical collaboration and away from the kind of service role

represented by seminars which bring experts into contact with

policy-makers. The Consortium mode of activity might thus' IA

described as a joint problem-solving activity rather than a proffering

of solutions by researchers to policy- makers and practit oners.
:

(It might be noted that the joint problem-solving ipproac is a

more politically-delicate kind of activity).

2.0.5 The present consortium of institutions with its primary interest

in curriculum development is, from CERI's point of view, merely one

of a number of possible consortia ahich might be formed for

different purposes or among different member States. If the

present consortium of institutions is able to carry a variety of

tasks simultaneously, that is all to the good; but other consortia

might be formed for different purposes even between the presently-

participating member States. It is reasonable to believe%that

different kinds of institutions, or institutions with different

kinds of expertise might be necessary to carry out different tasks.

2.0.5 If the present consortium of institutions takes on a life of its

own and defines new tasks for itself, that is acceptable to CERI.

But if the Consortium does take on a life of its own and works in

/2.0.7

areas outside the concerns of CERI, it might happen that it would

no longer appear as an official activity of CERI. (When the. child

reaches the age of majority, it is no longer thu legal responsibility

of the parent though it might always count on a measure of kindly

parental concern).

Similarly, if the present consortium of institutions forges

relationships with institutions in non-member States, and if
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2.0.8

these relatioriihiplo cannot be handled within CERI policy for -

external relations, then CERI may cease to regard it as part

of 4ts official program of activities.

The Pacific Circle, as a consortium of Governing Board States,

can continue to exist as a CERI activity, though it may no longer

be operationalised through the present consortium of institutions.

2.0.9 It :is of interest to CERI whether the present consortium of

institutions does take on a life of its own, whether it redefines

the terms of its operation, and whether it expands to include other

agencies or States. In part, this might indicate that the CERI-

spawned activity is a success and that it can become self-supporting

2.0.10

(or at least find the means to support itself outside the framework

of CERI). If CERI is to use the mechanism of consortia of institutions

for other purposes, it is of interest to learn about the conditions

under which they do take on lives of their own, under what conditions

they redefine themselves outside their initial terms of reference,

and under what conditions they expand to include other agencies .

or States. Equally, it is of interest to CERI to know about the

conditions under which these outcomes do not eventuate. Both sets

of outcomes are legitimate given different purposes; if the mechanism

is to be more widely employed, it would be helpfUlto be able to

.predict the conditions under which the appropriate outcome for a

particular purpose may licachieved.

CERI's interest in the consortium of institutions is thus mostly

a research or "experimental" interest: it sponsors the activities

of the Circle only to a small extent (in providing travel funds

for CERI representatives, secretarial and research assistance to

the Chairman of the Consortium, and funds for research On the

Consortium). The funds for the activity itself come from the

pticipating countries and/or agencies. For,those agencies that

cannot participate.on the basis of funding from their governments

for:the purpose, the question naturally arises of how funds can

be found to make participation possible and the role of the Policy

Group representatives in assisting institutional participation.

4
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, 2.1 AUSTRALIA / CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CENTRE (CDC)

2.1.1 ORIGINS . 44

Enough has perhaps been written about the initial involvement Of

Malcolm Skilbeck, CDC's Director in the formation of the Pacific

Circle (see sections 1.1 and 1.3). -Suffice it to say that-CDC's

involvement with the Circle developed through Skilbeck's OECD/CERI

association and that his Directorship of the Centre ga;te him the

discretionary power to bring CDC into the Circle behimihia.

Indeed, Skilbeck has always fought' hard for an international role

for the Centre, sometimes against the view of some CDC staff who

regard CDC solely as an intranktional agency, and sometimes

against the views of those in government circles whose responsibility

it is to curtail international visiting by government officials

in accordance with their own conceptiOns of the, role of the

institutions they oversee. The Centre has retained its international

roleg though there is sti] room for expansion.

2.1.2 RE'AITONS WITH THE POLICY GROUP REPRESENTATIVES

CDC has good relations with the Australian representative on the

'CERI Governing Board, Charles Beltz, First Assistant Secretary

(POlicy and Planning), Australian Department of Education. Given

Skilbeck's role as Chairmin of the Consortium of Institutions,

and Australian interest in the Cirae as an intensification of

CBRI. activity in the ,acific Region, it is not surprising that

there is a strong commonality oeinterest inthe Circle activity.

Undoubtedly CDC's present role in the Consortium of Institutions

gives itadded support in continuing the present level of

involvement. Both the Australian Department of Education and

CDC have national/federal roles in Australian education (which

is the responsibility of States rather than the national government),,

but mechanisms exist through which national concerns can come to

bear in the educational provision of the States, school systems,

and schools.
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2.1.3.2'

2.1.3.3

The CDC is 'in-faci one such mechanism. Nevertheless, issues

States' rights in education are sensitive in Australia, and CDC

depends upon maintaining cordial relationships with States for

the dissemination of its materials through.State education systems.

Itmay, however, make materials available directly to schools

in most States, since schools have increasing control over their

own curriculum offerings.=

CDC STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

CDC is a statutory authority of the Australian Government. Its

constituency. is thus the nation as a whole. But its curriculum

. work must serve each State, so consultation and negotiation are

necessary if its materials are to be adapted to the needs of slightly

different State systems and individual schools.

Given CDC's structure, it is possible for it.to earmark a small

proportion of its budget for Circle-related activities. It is

thus in the relatively privileged, position among Circle institutions

that it may more"or less unilaterally (through the action of the

Director subject to the approval of the 'CDC Council)

decide to paiticipate in the Circle. But the Circle - development'

work does not attract unanimous support among CDC staff, since

the work involves an international perspective for an institution

with a national mission, and also because the work appears tp some

staff to have a privileged status by comparison with other CDC

projects. This makes Circle w6ik slightly, unstable within CDC,

but while
f
it continues to have an internal Sponsorship-of the

' 'Director, it will almost certainly be maintained..

CDC's model of curriculum development involves negotiation and

consultation with State. education authorities, teachers and

curriculum coasultanti. 'Increasingly, development activities

are not set up externally as funded projects outside the Centre

itself; rather, management teams,in the Centre work with teams of

teachers and consultants from State systems in joint development

27
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work. Since much of its work has involved materials development

(resources for teachers or learning materials for students), ON

still has problems securing implementation of the curric.:1= ideas

in accordance with the philosophy of development teams and with the

dissemination of its products. But these two processes are

increasingly being regarded as consultative. Thus, CDC is moving

away from the "packaging" approach to curriculum development Pad"

more towards a "design" approach; away from the preparation of

student materials and towards the development of curriculum

frameworks and resource materials' for teachers; away from the

notion of 'materials development and towards the notion of curriculum

development as teacher development. This consultative model tends

to be less product - oriented than the preferred curriculum development

styles of some Circle participants. It tends to involve fairly

lengthy (two to four-year) development periods before ;r6ducts

take-on a stable form, yet it entails long-tam cemoitments of

staff and resources for CDC to deliver on its obligations to the

school systems which are its ultimate constituency. This model

may be at odds with the approaches of some other Circle-participant

institutions.

2.1.4 THE DEVELOPMENT GROUP

The development group working on Circle materials from the Centre

was originally housed in the New South Wales Department of Education.

A staff of one, then two developers (Helen Connell and Judy Piths)

produced outlines for materials and enlisted the cooperation of a

-4 dozen NSW schools. They also made a wide range of contacts with

agencies providing relevant resource materials, and worked on

film materials fol the Circle curriculum units. The conceptual

framework of the Australian material was developed into the "Ideas

Manual". Aftei Judy Pinn completed her work on the Circle,

Helen Connell moved to Canberra to continue the work, and the

project expanded into the Centre (so that it now involves other

Centre staff more directly). Helen Connell has now become

external consultant to CDC on the project. The work with teachers

and curriculum consultants has also expanded into Tasmania and

Victoria, and the Ainge of materials being developed has expanded

correspondingly.
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2.1.5 DESCRIPTION OF RECENT WORK IN THE REPORT OF THE THIRD ANNUAL ?TING

OF THE PACIFIC CIRCLE CONSORTIUM, PP.9-10

The framework fox:the CDC's work program was'outrined in the
"Changing Livelihoods" document, prepared during 1978 and
circulated to Consortium members. This envisaged the development
of five units of work for junior secondary, classes on aspects
of changing livelihoods in the Pacific region, as well as an
Ideas Book for teachers focused at junior secondary level and
relating to several disciplinary areas.

Until March 1979 the'project was based with the NSW Department
of Education, and was staffed by a Project Officer, and (until
Decelber 1978) a Research Officer. In March 1979 the project
moved its base to the offices of the CDC, Canberra. It was
staffed by a Project Officer (until Steptember 1979). and
linked to other CDC programs through an Action Officer, a
permanent member of the.CDC staff with a range of responsib-
ilities in the social/cultural/intercultural area. A
school network was formed comprisim teachers from six schools
in NSW1.two in Victoria, and two in Tasmahia. During 1979
teachers were involved in critiquing outlines and draft
materials, as well as testing and trialling selected materials
in their classes.

The first draft of the Teacher Ideas Book was completed in
January 1979, and comments and feedback sought from teachers
during 1979. The major focus of development work was researching,
drafting, trialling and redrafting two units outlined in the
Changing Liyelihoodidocument: Travelling Our Shores, )(Social
science, humanities) and.Harvesting the Ocean (enviteAmental
science, social science). Draft copies of these documents,
plus sections of the Ideas Book were presented to the meeting
for discussion. It was foreshadowed that following the
meeting, member institutions would be invited to Contribute
to and comment on draft 2 oi the Teacher Ideas Book. The
film "People of the Sea - Changing Traditions in Solomon
Islands" was completed during 1979 for the project by Film
Australia, with funding from the Australian Development
Assistance Bureau. This was shown to Consortium members during
the Discussion Forum.

2.1.6 EVOLUTION OF THE WORT

CDC's involvement in Circle activities has embraced materials

exchange, development of a conceptual framework (at the level of

the work of the Circle as a whole and also at the level of the

Australian aspect), and materials development with piloting in

schools. By now, the Australian work is stabilising within a

general curriculum framework. It is significant to note, however,
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that the development team has created expectations and obligations

with those involved in the development work that it Must honour:

it, is essential that these presenr6ommitments be fulfilled in

the continuing evolution of its work. Institutions and school

systems collaborating with CDC in the developmental work have

also committell resources to it, so the obligation td "delivers'

in the project is spread from CDC to,these other institutions and

agencies. Thus, Australia's'pirticipation in future work of the

consortium of institutions must include these commitmepts. In

order to expand the level of Australian activity, more funds would

have to be found, and it is doubtful whether they could be found

from within CDC. If the Circle takes up the proposed common project,

Auitralia, like other participants, will depend upon external

funding (i.e. outside present institutional resources).

2.1.i FUTURE ACTIVITIES

).
By the end of 1979, CDC planned to complete its present ,Circle

work and follow through the developmenttoimpaementatio6 and

dissemination. It now appeers that this work will be completed

by the end of 1980i Future activities are possible on
1

the model

currently being employed, but it is as yet unclear how these will

be staffed and financed. It is likely that new work would take

place using the present model which is well adapted to CDC's

structure and function intranationally. CDC could participate

in a program of joint development work. with other Cons&rtilim
4 .

members, but would require -external funding to do'so.' Finally,

given the close association between CDC's activities and itsCERI

connections, its future participation in work of the'Consortium'

would be facilitated if it continued to be within the CERI program

as an expression of Australia's involvement in CERI.

2.1.8 MAINTENANCE CONDITIONS, STABILITY AND INTERDEPENDENCE OF LEVELS,

2.1.8.1 Given its structure and function, CDC could continue to be involved

in the consortium of institutions from within its own resources

so long as the work is acceptable to CDC Council and does not require

substantial increases in the levels of resources required from within

the CDC budget. Moreover, some of the collaborative activity of
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2.1.8.2

-2.1.8.3

2.1.9.2

2.1.9.3

. the CDC project has established a network of agencies interesu:d

in the maintenance of the work. In general, the ustralian work

is most likely to continue if it can be related to the CERI

framework.

The CDC work is relatively stable though vulnerable (as is other

work elsewhere in the Consortium) because it is dependent on the

accumulated experience and expertise of a small devel ment group.
t,

But the development processes have now been sufficientl we4l°1

institutionalised within CDC and in collaborating institutions -

and school systems that they are less vulnerible in this sense than -

formerly. Moreover, mechanisms have been developed for working with

the teacher groups involved, and this gives CDC's Circle work a' _

somewhat expanded development base.

As has already been suggested, close links exist between Policy

Group level and the institutional level in CDC's work. These

vertical links between the Policy Group representatives, CDC and

the development team remain imp6rtant to CDC though work could

continue at the level of the consortium of institutions without

substantial' involvement of the Policy Group representative in

Australia.

.'EMERGENT ISSUES

CDC's model of curriculum development may lbe in conflict with the

preferred modes of curriculum development of soie of th'e,other

participants in the consortium of institutions.

CDC must deliver on. present obligations to the education system;

future work must allow this to occur.

Slight instabilities exist in the structure of CDC's contribution

to Circle work as the present developers finish their work. Since

Circle work is now more.institutionalised within CDC, future work

could take place and changes in the style of Circle participation

could occur.
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2.2 NEW ZEALAND /, NEW ZEALAND DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

2.2.1 ORIGINS

New Zealand has been associkted with the work of the Circle since

the early days.. At the dinner at'which Mr. Gass of OECD announced

the plans for the Pacific Circle activity, New Zealand was

represented by Professor Hill. But Mr. Bill Renwick, New Zealand's

representative on 'the CERI Governing Board, has maintained close

relationihips with Australian institutions including CDC, and was

therefore aware at the earliest stages ofshe Circle's development.

It is significant that the initial contact was "top down",'however;

although relations between Australia and New Zealand are friendly

and informal, in this case the links were at the highest level so

commitment to the Circle is "official" rather than through an

autonomous.institutioin which has interests of its own to pursue

and\defend. (For example, New Zealand might have been, but is not

represented by a university, educational R tir D group). It is

significant, too, that New Zealand was unable to send,,a representative

to the first meetihg of consortium institutions and was represented

by Skilbeck -- relations are sufficiently close for this to be'a

reasonable course of action. As further testimony to the closeness

of the relationship, it is interesting to note that David Francis,

formerly Acting Head of the New Zealand Curriculum Development

section of the Education Department, was invited by Skilbeck to

be independent evaluator of CDC's Social Education Materials,

Project, and subsequently went:to.CDC to become its Deputy Director

(in March, 1978), a post which he still holds. Finally, it is

relevant to note that since Bill Renwick's Chairmanship of the

CERI Governing Board, it might be expected that New Zealand will

play an active part in Circle work as part of its contribution

fto the international vitality of the organisation.
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2.2.2 RELATIONS WITH THE POLICY GROUP REPRESENTA

As Director-General of the New Zealand Department of Education,

Bill Renwick clearly has formal responsibility for the organisation

'which carries New Zealand's participation in the Circle. The

- day -to -day administration of CERI matters is carried outby a

senior assistant in theibepartment; the development work of the

Circle is carried out by Gerald Aitken, a Departmental. official,

but not in Head Office. Aitken is with the Central Region (one

of three regions in New Zealand), whose central office is a'short

distance from the Department's'Head Office. It is siguficant that N.

development work has not been carried on in the Curriculum

Development Division (with which David Francis was associated),

but is now carried on in one of the regions. The regional work

depends upon a very small group of cooperating teachers who are

using some materials gathered'from Circle exchanges and develqping

further.materials of their own. The Curriculum Development Division

has been invited to comment'on outlines for Circle materials, but

has had no direct involvement in their development. Thus,.while

New Zealand's representatives at level one and level two within

the Circle are from the same organisation, they are from different .

levels of the organisation. It is possible that a project could be

mounted within the Curriculum Development Division, but one major

problem - and it is a pressing one in New Zealand -: is resources.

In the last ten years, a massive. investment has been made in the

New Zealand Social Studies Curriculum, and Circle work tends to

be in the social education area. It is difficult for the Department

to set aside its major investment in that area to bring on stream

a major new initiative with a more international flavour. Iii hard .

times, closeness t o the power-centre of an organisation is no
.

guarantee of a large share of its resources. While Circle A

participation does not demand a major investment by the New Zealand

Department, it will'undoubtedly continue. For New Zealand, however,

moves towards an expanded program will probably depend upon the

evaialbility of external funding -- and the promise of funds to

support dissemination and support after the initial development

investment.
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2.2.-

'2.2.3.1

2.2.3.2

2.2.3.3

INSTITUTIONAL PARTICIPATION IN THE CIRCLE: STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

New Zealand's representative in the consortium'of institutions is

the Department of Education. But in fact, the work is carried out

by its Central Region (Gerald Aitken is Senior Inspector of Schools

for the Central Region). It is thus a fully-governmental agency

(rather than a semi-governmental agency or a statutory authority),

and it carries official responsibility for education in the Region.

In theory, it has power to direct teachers to participate in

Circle work, but in reality such direction is a consultative matter.

The teachers working with the Circle development do so by choice,

not at the direction of the Department. Nevertheless, the Department

is in a position to offer the curriculum materials developed by

the Central Region team to all New Zealand schools,.andto make the

resources of the Curriculum Development Division available for

production, implementation and evaluation of the developed materials.

Structurally, there is a direct line of authority from the Department's

Head Office through the Regions to schools. The goals of the New

Zealand participating institution are thus in harmour from level

one to level two (and level three). Nevertheless, since the

operation of the developmental work requires negotiatiOn between

Head Office-and the Central' Region, and between Central Region

And participating schools and teachers, it cannot be assumed that

development will take place according to some central plan. While

it 14 safe to assume that participation in Circle activities will

continue to the extent that resources permit, the substance of

development will be influenced by the interests of the different

"levels" of participants.

The model of curriculum development being employed in Niw Zealand

is highly consultative. leachers are involved in the work while

continuing to hold full responsibility within their schools. For

the moment, they have not been released from their duties in schools

to participate: they are volunteers and spending extra time in

'Circle work. This accords with some preferred approachei to curriculum

Xdevelopment: it involves teac rs who will use the materials directly .
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2.2.4

in their production. Moreover, the work is not dependent on i,

transient project team who_must then disseminate its deirelope,-

materials to teachers who may use them in their schools. The

disadvantages Of this approach are that the development team will

not usually be an especially expert'group in the subject-matter

or in curriculum development processes:and that the materials

may not be easily disseminablebecOse they command less respect

from teachers-who.want the best possible material. The New

Zealanders have undoubtedly cut their development coat according

to their cloth; this form of development is not resource intensive.

But it is an attractive approach from the teacher perspective,

both for those who are involved and for other potential users who

will know that the Materials were developed by practitioners

rather than "experts" who are not constrained by the day-to-day

realities of the, classroom (and may be slew to take these realities.

into account). Whether this model of development could be sustained

in a mere ambitious project remains to be seen. (Whei the number

of interactions betWeen teacher-developers increases dramatically,

the problems of communication and coordination begin to arise

more forcefully).. And whethet the present model could easily

be adapted to a more intensive common project for the Circle is

also a matterof concern.

THE DEVELOPMENT GROUP
be

The New Zealand development team is a group of three teachers working

within the Central-Region. One is 4 member of staff of the

Correspondence School, which gives an interesting twist to the

development process in'the sense that it requires a more materials -

oriented approach and a greater sense of curriculum design than

might be necessary for'other schools. Moreover, it suggests that

student materials may be developed as well as resources for teachers.

Naturally, development has been ata modest level, though the New

Zealand team has been able to profit from early material exchanges

with other participants, and continues to do so..
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2./ S DESCRIPTION OF RECENT WORK IN REPORT OF THE THIRD ANNUAL MEETING

OF THE PACIFIC CIRCLE' CONSORTIUM, P.I2

The major responsibility delegated from the Secretary of
Education for ongoing activities in New Zealand lies with
the Central Region Secondary Inspectorate. Mr. G:Aitken,
a senior inspector in this district, is responsible for
initiation, consultation, administration and coordination
of the Circle's activities. No additional input of
financial or personnel resolmiwces has been provided for

the activities. A working group of three teachers in the
Wellington area prepared to give additional time above
normal duties on a long term regular basis (meeting
'approximately once a month for a day) has continued.from
April 1978 through September 1979. At the end of 1979 it
is intended to invite teachprson a wider basis than
present to participate in Pacific Circle activities. The
main outcome of the Teacher Working Committee had been the
preparation of the unit "Lure of the City", aimed at fouilth
form social 'studies students (aged 13-14). This unit was
prepared. inlreflionse to a request from Austrilian meibers
who had included it in their selection of possible.topics
for development. The unit should provide the basis for a
section of the CDC Teacher Ideas Book. Plans for 1980
include inviting a wide range .of schools to trial and
,evaluate this unit, and the completion of the initial draft
of a unit for the Common Project on New Zealand's trading
in the Pacific titled "Trade and Interdependence in the
Pacific". P.

2.2,6 EVOLUTION OF THE WORK

The New Zealand work is evolving gradually, and has profited by

_the materials exchange early in the Circle activity. It has also

) adapted'to the developing conceptual framework of the Circle as a

whole. Being a small development group, however, it is possible

that major changes of direction in the conceptual framework or

the common work program could destabilise the steady development

process. Certainly the New Zealanders prefer a gradual evolution.

of the work to a highly intensive operation which the system cannot

effort to maintain:from within its own resources. Major external

funding might allow a more substantial development to take place,

'but care would be necessary to ensure that the momentum of-i major

project can be sustained into'dissemination and implementation

with appropriate levels of support.
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2.2.7 FUTURE ACTIVITIES

. 2.2.8

2.2.8.1

The New Zealand work has established a momentum which can be

sustained and expanded gradually. As for other governmental and

semi-governmental agencies participating in the Circle, it is

important for the New Zealanders to delilier a program to the teachers

presently participating and interested in the current work. New,

obligations can only be accepted within the capacity of the system

to support and maintain them; for this reason, there may.be

difficulties for the New Zealanders if continuing participation

in the consortium of institutions requires major support from the

Department (on communication, interaction, organisation, and other

management tasks).

MAINTENANCE CONDITIONS, STABILITY AND INTERDEPENDENCE OF LEVELS

New Zealand is likely to be able to maintain its present commitments

to the Circle: it has the internal sponsorship required, and levels

of resources required Are probably sufficiently Tow that development

can conttnue. If, however, the economic situation worsens, it may

be ifficult to maintain international participation in Consortium

meetings and substantial levels of intercommunication and exchange.

2.2.8.2 Being a.small development group, the New Zealand team is vulnerable

2.2.8.3

to circumstances (e.g. if a teacher could no longer work with the

group, asubstantial part of its working experience would be lost).

As has already been suggested, it is also made vulneiable by changes

of direction in the Consortium as a whole. Nevertheless, while

present trendsiin the Consortium continue, the development will

probably remain stable. 4

New Zealabd is fortunate in having close working relationships

between lev of involvement. Becausiit is an ifternal Departmental

activity, Folic Group representation and institutional participation

are relatively well-coordinated. The New Zealand structure is 'well-

adapted to the present circle arrangement. If the structural ,

proposals now being developed by the consortium of institutions are

carried through (with the establishment of a consortium of institutions

as a relatively free-standing organisation); then there may be
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2.2.9

2.2.9.1,

problems for New Zealand in justifying participation.in the "npw"

organisation. There may be a sense in which the New Zealanders

are in a similar situation to the Japanese: while participation.

in the Circle is part Of a clearly-defined OECD /CERI activity,

it can be justified; to the extent. that participation imposes

demands beyond those of international cooperation under the CERI

umbrella,-it becomes more difficult to justify.

EMERGENT ISSUES

The major problem for. New Zealand in Circle participation is finance.

If major levels of funding are required of the Education Department

to continue to participate in the consortium of institutions, then

it maybe difficult to sustain present momentum.
I:s

2.2.9.2 There may be problems in relations between'nationai and regional

responsibilities in the' development work. Intensifying the

participation ofl.he Department's Curriculum Development Division

maybe desirable in securing greater cohesion levels of the Circle

and wider national involvement in Circle related activities and

the use of Circle curriculum materials.

-.1
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2.3 JAPAN / NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCP 'NIER)

2.3.1 ORIGINS

In a sense, there has been a Japanese presence in,the Pacific

Circle since.its inception. Professor Azuma, of Tokyo University

and a part-time senior researcher with MIER, was present at the:

OECD/CERI conference iii Canberra in 1975 at which Malcolm Skilbeck.

and David Thomas discussed the possibility of a Pacific Circle

activity. Following the Canberra conference, Professor Azuma

suggested that MIER include Pacific Circle-related work in sits

program. Mr. Amagi, former Vice Minister_of the Japanesi Minister

of Education, Science) and Culture, and Japan's representative on

the CERI Governing Board, was present at the November, 1975 dinner

at which Mr. Gass of OECD announced CERI's plans for the activity.'

Mr. Amagi has close Auks with LAYER through the Ministry. Given

this background of support, VIER requested a three year research

grant to Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, to be undertaken

by NIER's Division IV:'Curriculum and Instruction. This section is .

headed by Mr.K.Kihara who has taken the leading role in the

Japanese development program; Mr. K.Kato works within the Division

and has organised a related though separate development activity.

The key figure in Japanese participation in the Circle is undoubtedly

Mr. Amagi who links the Policy Group level work with the development

program, is in a position to follow developments on the OECD side

from the Japanese perspective, and is in a position to propose

funded work within Japan.

2.3.2 RELATIONS WITH THE POLICY GROUP REPRESENTATIVE

As is suggested by the foregoing, links between the Policy Group

and the educational R G D agency carrying out theJapanese work

are strong. Moreover, they are official links sanctioned by the:

Ministry and operationalised in a research grant to NIER. This

is particularly important to note, both within the Japanese

structure for Circle work and in the context of the Circle as

a whole. It is seen as essential that the work be carried out

within the framework of CERI activit

?. 9

Y. Pacific Circle work is
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regarded in Japan as an important element in its international

relations: country-to-country associations of the kind represented

by the Circle. are important to Japan (as elsewhere) .- finally, ii

should be noted that Japan's involvement in Circle work depends

on official approval at several levels: the proposed developmenti

fit broader social needs and broad government, if the

curriculum materials can be developed within the proper formal

structures of educationin Japan, then they can be found a place

in official education polity and practice.

2.3.3 NIER STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

'2.3.3.1

.......,
.

NIER is an autonomous re earchani development-agency, though iti.

often carries out service reseiAh for the Japanese Ministry of

tducittion. Its impact on educational policy and Oractice *Japan

is therefore mediated through Ministry decisions about whether

the results of its R 4 D work.should be implemented. It has no

direct authority.. over school curriciala, though it often influetces

them through developing guidelines and materials.

NIER thus serves a community of policy-makers and practitioners on

the one hand (by its service R 4 D work), and a community of

national and international educational-researchers on the other.

Win state research agencies in other countries NIER experiences

some tensions between "pure" and "service" research- interests.

-To achiive.a long-term involvement of Division IV in Circle work.

would require that external funds'be found (from the Ministry or

some other agency) so that the Circle can demonstrate its capacity

to generate project work within Division IV.' From MIER's

perspective, it would be desiiable that Circle work have a "research"

component (perhaps-through evaluation projects, research on

teaching methods associated with the Circle products, or research

on'the kinds of cognitive and affectiveoutcOmes sought through.

the Circle's curriculum development program).

2.3.3.3 NIER's.model of curriculum development involves researcher-developers

in coordination and drafting of guidelines and materials, and
4.

consultation and co -developMent work with ,teachers. It is a
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2.3.4.

2.3.4.1

2.3.4.2

centre-perhpheryloodel in the sense that the development team

produces, trials and finalises the "product" which then becoAes

available as a package (e.g. guidelines, textbooks) for wider
1

use; This is appropriate to Japan's centraliSed education system.

*t was crucial to note, however, that decisions to implement

developed curridula are, generally speaking, decisions Ministry

and Provincial levels: the centralised nature of educational
. ,

provision requires that the "product" be Officially approved.

But at the 7esent time; the situation is changing. Teachers have

several hours each week in which they may pursue teacher- or

school -based curricula, and Pacific,Circi6 materials might be

used in these "OW in the broader curriculum. Widespread use

would, probably depend upon official approval, as well as school

needs. For these seasons, curriculum development by VIER must

be extremely sensitive to the 'structural constraints"of the Japanese.

educationOttii; _adific Circle work which does not take these

constraints into account will require extensive modification if

it is to.be tmplemented*(or, on the other hand, to be adopted,

Pacific Circle materials will require approVal at the highest

level).

DEVELOPMENT'GROUPS

Two development groups are at work in Japan, both directed from

:KIER. Mr. Kihara has several groups working in Hiroshima; Kanagawa

and TOkio on broader aspects of the common work program; Mr. Kato

is working with a group in Nagoya onTrading.

The Hiroshima and other groups are fairly extensive, involving

elementary and high schools, and cooperition between teachers and

ma. Over thirty teachers'have worked on the secondary school

materials, and Mr. I.Sasaki and his staff at ShinInome Elementary

Sdhoof (affiliated with Hiroshima University) on the elementary

school materials. Outline guides have been produced for programs

at both levels.

4
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2.3 3 , The Nagoya group has progressed rather more--dowly. It started

later than the Hiroshima group (the Hiroshima group began work

before funding was secured in NIER).

2.3.5 DESCRIPTION OF RECENT WORK IN REPORT OF THE THIRD ANNUAL MEETING

OF THE PACIFIC CIRCLE CONSORTIUM, PF. 10-11.

Early in 1979 the NIER published a " Conceptual Framework of
Pacific Circle Study". It circulated this to Consortium members.
At the meeting Dr. Kihara discussed developments stemming:from
this document, and presented copies of draft materials, many
sections of which had been translated into English. It was
pointed out in discussion of this point that translation remains
an unresolved issue and that support for it will become a
priority.

The NIER's work has involved several groups of people:

I Central group at NIER under the direction of Di. Kihara.
This group is responsible for the planning and conduct
of the Circle study.

2 Development groups

. Hiroshima group - under the direction of Dr. Kihara.

. Tokyo S Kanagawa Group - under the diiection of
Dr. Kihara.

. Nagoya group under the direction of Dr. Kato.

3 Assessment Groups

. Hiroshima group (secondary, schools)

. Tokyo it Kanagawa group

. Choosi (Chiba Prefecture) and others

. Aomori (Northern Honshu) Fukushima etc.

. Sesaki group (primary school, attached to Hiroshima
University).

The importance of concentrating educational efforts for better
understanding amongst Pacific Circle countries was emphasised.

Three major activities following the development of the
conceptual framework were outlined.

1 Ex-post surveys on attitueef of students towards Pacific
peoples. (A summary of results from pupils of the attached
secondary school to Ochanomizu Women's College, Tokyo was
presented to the meeting):
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2 Development of teaching/learning materials aimed at
composing an integrated curriculum from the upper forme
of primary school to optional forms of the senior high
school (9 or 10 years to 18 years). Drafts presented
to the meeting in English translation were :

It Unit 1 Map of the Pacific Regions Project
Unit 2 Planning Travels in Pacific Regions
Unit 4 Sailing the Pacific by Yacht .

3 Production of film strips.

The scarcity of funds for translation, purchase of foreign
materials and for testing materials was seen as a major
difficulty for the effort.

2.3.6 EVOLUTION OF THE WORK

2.3.7

2.3.7.1.

2.3.7.2

2.3.8

2.3.8.1

Both development groups operate in association with NIER and haVe

made good progress given limitations on funding, the need to establish

links with participating schools in an approved way and the short

timeline for development within the funding period. Whether the

- development groups can be brought into a unified pattern remains to

be seen.

FUTURE ACTIVITIES

NIER's plans are primarily in the area of completing the present

development task.

NIER's continued participation in Pacific Circle development work

will be contingent upon (a) continuing political and financial

support from the Japanese Ministry of Education, (b) the future

plans of the consortium of institutions and their compatibility

with CERI goals for the Consortium and (c) the relevance and

app;Spriateness of proposed Circle project products to the Japanese

educational system, structure and preferred curriculum development

and teaching.

MAINTENANCE CONDITIONS, STABILITY AND INTERDEPENDENCE OF LEVELS

It seems likely that NIER's participation in the consortium of

institutions will continue. In particular, it seems likely that

support for NIER activity will continue so long as the common work
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2.3.8.2

pro of the Circle is regarded by the Policy Group as in the

interests of mutual cooperation between Policy Group countries

and in the interests of the CERI. Governing Board' countries as a

whole.

It should be noted that the NIER.work is carried out on the basis

of project funding from the Ministry of Education. It thus has a

finite duration. The work may continue, however, in the sense that

it may be taken up by schools, in which case it may require some

maintenance support, especially during the initial stages of'

implementation.

2.3.8.3 The maintenance condition most important to satisfy in the interests

of stability of Japanese participation is that of the "official"

status of the,actiiity as part of Japan's commitment to OECD/CERI.

2.3.9 EMERGENT ISSUES

2.3.9.2 Continuing NIER participation in the consortium of institutions

:depends upon continuing support at the Policy Group level. The

official status of the activity as a CERI project is critical for

its acceptance within Japan .

1.2.9.3

1.2.9.4

Differences between Japan and other Circle participants in education

systems, language and culture will require either fairly substantial

adaptations of Circle-produced materials for use in Japan or

great sensitivity in the production of joint materials so that

they can be used in Japan.

Funds for translation seem essential for continuing participation

at a realistic level, especially as Circle work becomes more

coordinated and integrated internationally (see Sections 3 and 5).
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2.4A UNITED STATES OF AMERICA / NORTH WEST REGIONAL

EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY (NWREL)

:2.4A.1 ORIGINS

NWREL was one of the institutions visited by Malcolm Skilbeck in

March 1976 during his visit to the U.S.A. He was interested in

NWREL's structure and organisation from the point of view of:.
discovering effective means for management in CDC. In discussions

about NWREL's interest in participation in the Circle activity,

it became clear that a firm link with NWREL could be stablished.

Dr. Larry Fish, NWREL's Director, was interested in international

activities in the Pacific pertly as a result of previous dissemination

of NWREL materials to Austialia and New Zealand (as well as Guam,

Samoa and the Philippines)._ Materials exchange ,inthe Pacific

region might pave the way for wider dissemination of NWREL curriculum

materials. But Larry Fishas also philosophically committed to

the development of international understanding and cooperation and

was interested in finding ways to facilitate this kind of work in

the institution. Finally, NWREL has close contact with NIE (the

institution representing the USA on the CERI Governing Board) within

the NIE Labs and Center's program. It might thus be in the interests

of NWREL to participate in an activity which already involved its

sponsor at another level: It is of interest to note that Larry Fish

had previouily-made only-one contact of note with OECD/CERI: at a

conference held some years previously in Portugal. Skilbeck was

interested in gaining NWREL's participation in the Circle because

it was a West -Coast edUcational R 4 D agency; West-Coast United'

States agencies tended not to have close contacts with CERI. The

Pacific Circle provided an oppOrtunity to involve West-Coast

agencies more intensely in CERI activities.

2.4A.2 RELATIONS WITH THE POLICY GROUP REPRESENTATIVE

,Links between NWREL and the NIE are strong. In the 1978-9 fiical

year, about 4S% of NWREL's funding came from NIE. (Although this
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is. one of the lowest percentages among U.S. labs and centers, it

is the highest in absolute dollars). SinceN1E's major responsibilies'

were clearly international, however, and funiing'of international

projects had not been among its priorities, it followed that the
. .

CERI link was previously of little significance to NWREL. But

the opportunity to participate in the,Pacific Circle and thus,

in a sense, to promote g.s4 participation in OECD and in educational

R 4 D in the Pacific seemed highly desirable.

In past CERI activities, NIE has always permitted direct contact

between CERI and institutions who might participate in its activities.

NIE Clearance was not necessary for NWREL to participate. Since

international projects were a low prigx!iy for NIE, however, NWREL

could not count on project grants from NIE for Pacific Circle work.

It is thus "natural" that NWREL would regard itself as participiting

as an institution in Pacific Circle activities, rather than as a

Tepresentative of the USA.

2.4A.3 . NWREL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

2.4A.3.I

2.4A.3.2

NWREL was created under the U.S. Labs and Centers program. It is

governed by a boald of representatives from the States in the North-

West Region. While it is expected to
st,
contribute to educational

knowledge and practice at a national level, its primary responsibilities

are to ,the Region.. Any activity undertaken by NWRELEL must be locally

justifiable. But.NWREL does not have a service relationship with its

Region to the extent.that.its products are.,aumomatidally taken up

by the Region. School districts in the Region are free to take up

its products as they choose.

NWREL thus has national funding, regional, state and locil.fUnding,

and contracts and grants 2rOm,other agencies and foundations. Given

these "constituencies", it would not be surprising if all its work

Were intranational in character. International R 4 D initiatives,

in this situation, seem to demand juStification in terms of

intranational payoff. Against this background, it is clear that

NWREL would have to make a concerted effort to justify and carry

out international projects. Furthermore only low levels of
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2.4A.3.3

participation in international work could be justified on exisA.J.ng

funds; for higher levels of participation, funds,would need to be

secured from some granting agency for the purpoSe. The regional

and iniranationamissions of NWREL thus constrain'it from

substantial levels of participation in international work in

relation to its international work. Nevertheless. given the

possibility of an international market for its products, and the

prospect of a new dimension to its acti/ities, NWREL could justify

its involvethent-in the Circle.

NWREL's preferred model of curriculum development, to the extent

that it has a unified approach, uses development teams which rely

on consultation with potential users in the developmental process.

As Rex Halms of NWREL puts it, the "model" is best describedas a

set of "rules" for or expectations of NWREL staff engaged in the

development of materials: (I) "deliver .on time, deliverAuslity'

and do your job competently"; (2) "design'ymr project and its

evaluation cooperatively with the people who are going to use it --

.donftt develop first and then take it to thee to see if they like _it",

(3) "developers and sponsors share goals -- be 'in synch' with your

funding agency", and (4) "work with agencies with the charter appropriate

to the task" (i.e. the appropriate and competent authorities).

Different curriculum development projects attempt to devise appropriate -

-strategies for their conte:cts and tasks; in this sense, it is "eclectic"

in terms of curriculum development models. -Some features of NWREL's

mode of operation mark it out as distinct from other educational

R D agencies in the Pacific Circle Consortium, however: it is

dependent on raising specific funds for specific projects (unlike

CDC which has general funds and allocates to specific projects more

or less "internally ", or NIER which is not so dependent on making -

"matches" between funding sources and potential curriculum development

projects in-its basic operation, or the NZ Department of Education

which allocates funds to curriculum projects from its general resources),

it is somewhat more "market-conscious" (having to recoup costs for

products used beyond the North-West Region from sales);"and it tends

to work with a variety of specific sponsors for specific tasks,

rather than depend on funds from one or a few principal sources.
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In. short, L is more sensitive to questions of user needs and

usefulness of its products as a marketing matter than some of the

other agencies in the Consortium. This mode of operation and

institutional structure favours work which is funded for specific

purposes, "discrete" in the,sense that it is enclosed in a specific,

budgetted time-span, and "product-oriented", in the sense that the

development team will not necessarily stay together or have long-

term responsibilities for implementation (rather, a package,

including evaluation reports, Will carry some of the developers'

accumulated wisdom and expertise after the.project is complete).

This set .of preferences makes NWREL slightly different from most other

Consortium institutions, especially as it is a non-government rather

than a government institution and oriented to specific development

tasks rather than carrying comprehensive responsibilities .for

curriculum in its, country or State.

2.4A.4 THE DEVELOPMENT GROUP

2.4A.4 .1 Between the first Tokyo meeting of the Consortium and January 1979,

approximately $12,000 from NWREL's institutional'budget was spent on

planning and feasibility work related to the Pacific Circle. Since

January 1979, further funds have been committed to the project. In

the broad sense, this expenditure was approved by NIE as part of

NWREL.planning and administrative activity. The major pilot

development work at NWREL was carried out by Sue Buel, who colllcted

materials on food resources of the Pacific ocean as a pilot unit for

a larger collection of'resource materials for teachers on topics
.

related to the themes of the common work program of the Circle.

The development group.at NWREL has been assisted by a panel of

teachers who vetted the first resource unit. It has alsr participated

in exchange of materials with other Circle participants.

2.4A.5 DESCRIPTION OF RECENT WORK IN THE REPORT OF THE THIRD ANNUAL MEETING

OF THE PACIFIC CIRCLE CONSORTIUM, pp.1415.

The NWREL felt that one useful approach to development within
the Common Work Program framework was to identify important,
broad topical areas or "perspectives" and use them as organisers
for the collection and further development of resource materials
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from as many nations as _possible. They felt that the
usefulness of this resource collection to teachers would
be greatest across the many cultures and languages if' it
were not a tightly designed and planned instructional set'
of uni which must inevitably reflect the cultural and
national uniqueness of the developer. They thus designed
a catalogue organisation fo their project "Perspectives
of the Pacific" to accommodate original sources and to
reflect the different national/cultural perspectives of
Pacific countries. Just sufficient teaching suggestions
and units to serve as "connective tissue" and stimulate
creative teacher use were included. Eight perspectives
were identified: environment; energy; transportation and .

communication; careers; recreation; politics and law;
fotild resources; mineral resources. Because external funds
were not secured for the developtient during 1979, a single
prototype package dealing with "Food.Resources" was.
produced during 1979 by-an instructional specialist working
on a 25% time basis. The trial version was presented to
the meeting, and an invitation extended to Circle members
to trial the package in schools' within their jurisdiction
between October 1979 and May 1980. Following May 1980, it
is intended to revise thelackage in the light of field,
testing. The possibility was of merging the package
with one of the units developed through the Curriculum
Development' Centre, because of a number of areas of
similarity. A longer range intentAs to seek funds to

pursue the othei topics in the initial series of
"perspectives".

2.4A.6 EVOLUTION OF THE WORK

During its association with the Circle, the work of NWREL has become

progressively more focussed. General materials exchange with other

Circle participants related to the NWREL topics for units to be

developed within the general Circle themes. The pattern of deve lopment

has followed NWRELls preferred mode of curriculum development.

Having established the viability of the process and the resource

package, there has been a slight pause in development activity as

NWREL prepare for a new phase of Circle work. Working with other

Circle participants, a content analysis has been undertaken to

create a topical framework for a new development project.

2.4A.7 FUTURE ACTIVITIES

Future work for NWREL as part of the consortium of institutions seems

likely to depend on the availability of major funding. Given its

preferred mode of development, NWREL would opt for a joint project
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by the participating institutions which 'draws together subjecut

matter experts in a range,o1 areas related to Circle themes,

curriculum development specialists and an international team of

curriculum writers who can first specify and then develop resource

materials for teachers and students. For 1411REL, the funded project

approach would seem to be a necessary condition for continuing

participation at any significant level. Without developmOnt funds,

NWREL could not continue to divert scarceinternal resources into

an independent curriculum project; without a demand for curriculum

materials in areas related to Circle themes within the North-West

Educational Region, NWREL could not justify producing units from

W4-44.1.0 its own resources. Alternative courses of action are

obviously available. NWREL can seek funds in its own right to

,conribute'materials to a common pool of developed Materialjin the

consortium of inStitUtiOUS, or it could seek hinds JOilltly with

other members of the Consortium for a Combined curriculum development

activity. From NWREL's perspective, the litter approach seems more

powerful.

MP'

2.4A.: INTENANCE CONDITIONS, STABILITY AND INTERDEPENDENCE OF LEVELS

2:4A.8.1'

-* 2.4A.8.2

-1

In order to maintain NWREL participation in the consortium o

institutions in a productive way, external funding seems necessary.

Since the agency operates'on the basis of funded projects, only
.

Very low levels of participation could be achieied without external ..

funds.
.

If external funding for developments can be secured, a project team

can be established to carry out the work. The group would be stable

in the senses that it can conform in its work to well-developed

strategies for curriculum development, evaluation and dissemination

already used by NWREL. It could fit snugly into the broader,canvas

of development. activities of the Institution. Moreover, once

materials had been developed, they could be disseminated through the

contact networks by NWREL and havea fairly stable dissemination

and implementation phase. The main instabilities in the situation

relate to the uncertainty of funding, and to the somewhat ambigioui

nature of the conceptual framework for the Common Work Program:.
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2.4A.8.3 NWREL could continue its present Circle work on its own behalf

an institution; specific NIE "permission" is not necessary for

RWREL to undertake such work.. Good relations between the Policy

'" Group level and the institutional level of the Circle are, of

course, desirable from NWREL's perspective; they are not necessary.

2.4A.9 EMERGENT ISSUES

2.4A.9.1 Continued NWREL participation' in the eonsortium,of institutions may

depend upon the availability of external funding. If this can be

2.4A.9.2

2,4A.9.3

ksecured for an individual NWREL project, then continuing participation

, would be possible within a loose confederation of development

projects. External funding for a joint project to be carried out by '-

all institutions. ay yield still higher level's of participation

by NWREL..

Given the retirement of Dr. Fish from the'Executive Directorship of

NWREL, the question arises of the degree to which his internal

sponiorship of Circle related activities is critical^to the, work

of NWREL in participating in the Consortium. The rresence of Dr.

Rex Hagans' from NWREL at the September, 1979 meeting in Sydney

suggests that individual participation in the Consortium is being

spiead within NWREL. It would seem especially important under

these circumstances. to formalise-Circle participation through a

common project which could institutionalise Circle workiin NWREL.

Circle participation by NWREL could, perhaps, be enhanced if this kind

ofinternationalwork had higher priority within NIE. 'Given its .

present participation within the Circle and its excellent track

record in attracting grant monies, NWREL'would appear to have good

prospects of securing grant if NIE were to issue a reqiest for

proposals in this area. In any case, improved liaison between NIE.

and NWREL in the specifii matter of international curriculum,

development, could be beneficial to all partiei.
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2,4B UNITED STATES OF AMERICA / CURRICULUM RESEARCH AND

-DEVELOPMENT GROUP (COG)

.

2%411.il ORIGINS

Malcolm Skilbeck visited CRDG on the North American trip during

which he contacted potential participants in the Pacific Circle

of institutions. CRDG is part of the University of Hawaiip:it is

directed by Dr. Art King. Skilbeck knew King's work, and,

especially admired a book on curriculum co-authored by Art King ,

and Jack Brownell the East-West Center). The book had. been

written while both were together at Clar nt- Graduate School

in California years before. The Pee ic Circle notion was
t

°immediately attractive to King, w e group had been working on

various kinds of Pacific area studies for, some years. Indeed,

King.had always been a "West Coast man": his perspective is

decidedly Pacific rather than Atlantic. (There is an element - .

of the "poor relation" syndrome it America between the East and

West Coasts, with the East Coast being politically and historically

the favoured one). CF ' hat a brace of successful Hawaiian

( curricilum.development projects td its name and strong links with

the Hawaiian education system. This local perspective is an

-important part of its development approach: CRDG regards curriculum

development as a long-term and contextually-dependent enterprise

in which deep penetration into school systems is regarded as'

'dependent upon long-term association with potential users from

inception to installation and follow-up support. In some ways,

these views corresponded with Skilbeck's (one of his last ;-

curriculum development projects in Northern Ireland was.sitilarly

a long-term venture). CRDG hosted the first meeting of the

consortium of institutions in Honolulu in 1977, and has maintained

close contact ever since.
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2.48.2 RELATIONS WITH THE POLICY GROUP REPRESENTATIVE

Unlike NWREL, CRDG has no "favoured nation" status with respe J.

to the US Policy Group representative, NIE. Indeed, links with

ME have been relatively weak. In some ways, this has been

troublesome for CRDG,,since it impeles'the flow of communication

through ME fromCERI whiCh might first of all provide more

informatiOn about the work of CERI, but also signal the increasing

leveldf international activity with NIE and demonstrate that

CRDG 'is promoting NIE's international mission with CERI." NIB.

has not been a major federal funding source for CRDG (CRDG has

tended to rel,an State of Hawaii funds via the University and

'1.1r$ Office of Education fundings via the Hawaiian Department of

Education). From CRDG's perspective,, the reluctance of ME to

back its CERI participation. with funds for international co-

operatiye work is frustrating, even if'it is also understandable.

In some senses, the relationship bas been further complicated

by NwREL'a relationship with NIE: given NIE's low_priority on

international cooperative work', it is unclear. whether CRDG:and

NWREL should offer joint unsolicited proposals for work in the

area, (and'deMonstrate "grass ro9ts" interest in such work) or

whether they should approach NIE independently (in competition

for small fundings). Finally, there may be some incompatibility

of perspective between NIE's research interests in the Circle

and CRDG's development interests: if funds were to become available,

it is not clear whether they would be for research or developmenX.

2.4B.3 CRDG STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

2.48.3.1 CRDG is part of the University of Hawaii. It is funded through

the State. of_Hawaii,' though it attracts federal funds as well.

In its curriculum development work, it has a non-governmental

perspective, that is o say, it operates as an autonomons
.

organisation preparilig curricula which it must."sell" to schools.

In reality, links between CRDGand the,Hawaif.an education system

are extremely strong. Though CRDG operates as a service agency

to the State, it clearly "custom builds" its products for the

Hawaiian context and offers strong follow-up support. But CRDG's

responsibilities are not thoseof the education system itself.
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2.4B.3

CRDG's primary constituencies are mostly in Hawaii: the State°

legislature, the State's education system, and the State's schools..

It has broader responsibilities to thi academic community as any

university has, but this local base is'an important feature in

tia structure. Bp0awaii is a meeting place for 'cultures, and the

Hawaiian perspectiveis inevitably intermingled with perspectives

drawn from the Pacific as a whole. this sense, CRDG's

development work reflects and expresses a briaaeiPacificperspective.

While the mainstream of CRDG activities is directed towards'

Hawaiian needs, many of its materials have a ready applicability

elsewhere in the PaCific.
p

CRDG's preferred approaCh to curriculum development is, as has

already been mentioned, along -term -approach,-term'approach, groundedin a view

of knowledge and the disciplines (as coalanities of ideas) on the

one hand, and in a :oalistic.appreciation of the problems of

curriculum installation and teaching practice on the other. Changing

teachers and-schools through curriculum change-is seen as a slow

and gradual process which requires subtle and sophisticated

curriculum design rather than a "packaging" approach. which purports

to deliver good knowledge and teaching/learning resources rapidly

and invites teachers to trust the judgment of the developers

rather than their own professional judgment. CRDG's model is

thus consultative in a strong'sense: developers work with teachers

in the field and follow up closely on implementation to learn

how the-materials must- be modified to meet the requirements of

long-ter use;

2.4B.4 THE DEVELOPMENT WORK

Since the early days of its involvement with the Circle, CRDG has

been involved in the curriculum exchange aspect of the Circle.

Given present range of Pacific-oriented curriculum materials

and resources, CRDG's development work specifically for the Circle

has been more at the analysis and planning stage ,than at the

production stage. cRDG has spread Circle involvement among three

of its senior staff: Art King, frank Pottenger and Ted Rodgers.

"Between them, these three have considerable relevant expertise for

Pacific Circle activities. 5 4-
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2.48.5 DESCRIPTION OP RECEW :CORK iN THE REPORT OP THE THIRD ANNUAL

WoETINt THE PACIFIC CIRCLE CONSORtIUM,010.13-14.

1

In order to give the goals of the Pacific Circle Project a
base of wide commitment and expression throughout the organisation,

V Pacific Circle' activity has been embedded in the thinking
acid planning of the permanent staff of the CRDG rather than
as a separate working section:- The CRDG has defined common
Project work at three levels. Primary level projects are
those stimulated by Pacific Circle participation. Secondary
level projects are related to the themes of the Common Work
Program, but were started at an earliertime. Tertiary level
projects were not started in response to Pacific Circle
Participation, Are more tangential, but have significant
elements dealing with Pacific Ocean area topics and problems.
A groupir. of CRDG activities at each of these three levels
;was discussed. Primary level projects included :

(a) Ocean Resources, Law and Politics

(b) Asian and Pacific Literature
(c) Music-and Dance Repertoires of Asian and Pacific

Peoples
(d) Movement and Interaction of Peoples in the Pacif5.c.

The CRAG provided interchange with a number of Circle
activities during 1978/79. Dr. Pottenger developed a model
for adapting a national curriculum'project by other nations,
and discussed it in the context of a paper entitled "A Model
for localizing Environmental Management and Policy Studies
for Secondary Curriculum and Its Implications for Multi-
National Curriculum Design Projects".

. Project profiles for 35 CRDG projects were developed, using
the'CDC model, as illustration of the first phase of a plan .

recommended by Dr. Rodgers for facilitating communication
between Pacific Circle members.

2.48.6 EVOLUTION OF THE WORK

Given the long-term intensive approach to curd .alum development

preferred by CRDG, 'it follows that its work under present

circumstances in the consortium is at a low level. A major

development task requires major resources over a lorr* period,

and so CRDG has been unwilling to .commit a substantial

proportion of its own scarce insitutional resources to Circle

activities until the shape o. the Common Work Program has been

well-aiticulated and an integrated design developed. Recent

CRDG work on the Circle has involved a content analysis of

present Circle .curriculum resources as i basis for...lesignin4

a Letter-integrated common curricu5lumL,nd.conceptual framework:.
5
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2.4b.7 : FUTURE ACTIVITIES

CRDG could become involved in an intensive common project.

Indeed, given.its preferred approach to curriculum development,

it favours a.major joint project involving all members of the

consortium of institutions in cooperative development. But it

is unclear as yet whether the joint work should (from CRDG's

perspective) be directed at the specification ofd a common t.

framework within which differen4 participants could each

produce teaching and learning materials for local use, or

whether common products should be produced. CRDG is in a.

position to follow developments in either direction (and may

prefer the latter course of action).

2.48.8 MAINTENANCE CONDITIONS, STABILITY AND THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF

LEVELS

. 2.48.8.1 CRDG is in a position to maintain its present -level of commitment

to Circle activities, but two kinds of conditions would be

desirable for the maintenance of its commitment. Firsti given

CRDG's style of operation, there is the precondition of the

availability of tenured staff to participate in Pacific Circle

development work; CRDG prefers to work on long-term development-

with beep penetration into eduCation &Istems, which implies that

t.:Isured. staff be available to oversee the project. Second,

external funds seem necessary, at least to initiate development

and refocus responsibilities and plans within CRDG. By and

large, CRDG has not undertaken new development work solely for

Pacific Circle purposes. Its main contributions have been in

gathering its considerable resources of relevant developed

material around the Pacific Ci "le themes and participating in

the exchange and critical review activities of the Circle which

have so far required fairly modest resources. Undoubtedly

CRDG has made a large investment in the Circle through its

staff members in terms of travel funds. From CRDG's point of

view, continuing participation 'in the Circle probably depends

on a strong common work program which promises tangible yields

both in Hawaii and internationa:ly.
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2.4B.8.2

2.4B.8.3

The CRDG team is itself -stable, and its level of activity

the consortium has been fairly low but consistent. Given a

major projeft, CRDG could probably put together a stable

development project group for the purpose.

Links with NIE could be enhanced for CRDG by CERI promition

of the Circle activity with NIE, and if NIE formally recognised

CRDG's participation as part of the US involvement in CERI.

This could help to stabilise US participation in the Circle,

especially for CRDG.

2.4B.9 EMERGENT ISSUES

2.4B.9.1

2.4B.9.2

More active CRDG involvement ii the common work program probably

depends upon.(a) the availability of tenured staff'to oversee

the project and (b) the availability of external funds for a

major common project.

CRDG's curriculum development model, underwritten as it is with

over a.decade of experience in Hawaii, is likely to continue

to attract CRDG's allegiance. It is different from the preferred

models of some other participants; the nego,iation of a common

work program at a more intense level of activity is likely to

demand some concessions from other institutions in the direction

of the "long- term ", "deeper penetration" approach of CRDG. If

a short-term project is preferred, CRDG may find it difficult

to justify participation and either withdraw or maintain a

watching brief in future activities. If the Cirtle activities

remain at the level of a loose confederation of unilateral and

bilateral projects, however, then CRDG would not find continued

participationhard to justify.

Jr!



214c UNITED STATES OF AMERICA / EAST-WEST CENTER CULTURE

LEARNING INSTITUTE (EWC-CLI)

2.4C,I . ORIGINS

2.4C,1.1 The East-West Center's Culture Learning Institute was another of

the institutions visited by Skilbeck in March 1976. He visited

the Center partly at the suggestion of Art King of CRDG. At

that time, Skilbeck did not meet Verner 'Ackley, the Director of

the CLI, but he did meet the President of the EWC, Everett

Kleinjans, and Jack Brownell who was at the time Vice- President

2.4C.1.2

2.4C.I,3

2.4C.1.4

for Academic Affairs in EWC. As was noted in the section on

CRDG, Brownell and King had known each other for many yeirs and

had co-authored a book on curriculum. (Kleinjans, Brownell and

Bickley also have a long history of working together which goes

back to imitish Council days in Japan; at that time, they had

also worked with Mr. Amagi,now the Japanese Policy Group

Representativel.

The consmrtitmvSkilbeck proposed was of immediate interest to

the EWC. It fitted the model of cooperative international work

faioured by EWC very closely indeed;

On a visit to OECD in Paris; Bibkley met David Thomas who

mentioned the Pacific Circle activity to him (this meeting may in

fact have taken.place at the time Skilbeck was visiting EWC).

Moreover, King and Brownell had been in Hawaii for several years

in their separate but related institutions (the University of

Hawaii had a focmal association with EWC for about a decade, but

EWC has now been independently incorporated though the two

institutions have strong historical and cooperative links) and

both welcomed the idea of future joint work, though appropriate

opportunities had not arisen since Brownell returned to Hawaii

from Japan to take up the EWC position under Kleinjans. This



2.4C.1.S

was unlikely to be a motivating factor in building the link

between CRDG and EWC activities, but the association provided a

foundation of mutual .espect which could be continued in joint

work.

These resonances in personal contacts and organistional missions

made participation in the Circle extremely attractive to EWC.

The Culture Learning Institute gad been established in 1971 and

had, from the start, attempted to find ways to work with policy-

makers from Asian and Pacific nations. Prior to 1969, the Center

had worked rather more with academics than policy-makers, and a

general shift towards working with policy-makerg on problems of

mutual consequence was taking place throughout the Centre, though

it is admitted that it was difficult to spread this changed
.

perspective throughout the Center's staff: By 1976, hdwever,

the new perspective was gathering strength, and it mapped easily

onto the Circle as an idea and as a proposed organisation:. in a sense,

the Circle represented the very kind of work which the CLI might

undertake; it was a ready-made opportunity for its own further

development.

2.4C.2 RELATIONS WITTIIHE POLICY GROUP REPRESENTATIVE

.EWC has no direct formal link with NIE, nor can it under its

charter. Informal relations have been established, however.

Until the time of the September, 1979 meeting and the adoption

of the Charter of the Pacific Circle Consortium by the institutions

involved, the relationship between EWC and OECD/CERI had been

ambiguous and indirect. NIE did not act to regularise relationships

between EWC and CERI; NIE had always regarded participation by

US institutions in CERI activities as largely a matter between

CERI and the institutions. The consequence was an ambiguity

which hampered the developmew: of EWC's relations with CERI.

It was not clear to EWC at the outset whether CERI's role was

that of fundingagency, co-equal participant of international

umbrella organisation. NIE mighthave helped in the early

days by clarifying its role in CERI and CERI's role in the Circle

to the participating US institutions. In short, EWC's relations

with CERI were 'complicated by the lack of a formal link between

EWC and NIE, and by NiB's ppermissivemegitude to institutional



cooperation with CERI which, by simply permitting rather than

politively regularising the relationship between EWC and CERI,

did not help EWC to organise its approach to and cooperation

with CERI appropriately.

2.4C.3 EWC/CLI STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

2.4C.3.1

2.4C.3.2

IMO

. - .

The EWC is a national educational institution created by the

US Congress, incorporated under an international Governing

Board. A large part of its funding comes from the Congress

through the International Communication Agency of the State

Department; other funding comes from the Asian and Pacific countries

who participate in its program and from program cost-sharing,

contracts Mid grants. It thus has supra-national as well as

national allegiances and a supra-national as well as a national

constituency. Its work is not, however, formally inter-governmental;

it still tends to work by drawing together individuals with parallel

responsibilities rather than parallel government agencies.

Given this set of constituencies, EWC's structure is well-suited

to Circle-style activities. Its mandate is somewhat different

from the-mandate of most other participating institutions, however,

since its interests are primarily in facilitating (and in the case

of this project within CLI, studying) processes of international-

interaction.. OurriculuM development Emse is .not its primary

task. Ttiii-aistinitiOnis an important one for tthe Circle.

It allows the situation to arise in which the E#C sometimes

appears to take a more.musculat "manageriAl" role in the consortium

of institutions than might be expected of a co-equal participant

(since its particular expertise is in the facilitation of
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2.4C.3.3

international cooperative projects). Moreover, this appearani.

challenges the expectations of those participating agencies who

seethe Circle primarily as a CERI activity and within their

contribution to CERI's work, not as an independent activity.

EWC's model of development thus tends towards project activity

based on assembling groups of people across disciplinary and

national boundaries for specific common tasks. The application

of findings is not a centrally-directed matter but rather the

responsibility of individual participants in their own specific

local-context. The form of common project proposed for the

Circle conforms to this pattern (the joint development of a

common conceptiml framework with independent development of

materials and resources for local use). Facilitating this

kind of work is the area of EWC's greatest experience and expertise;

in procedural terms, this kind of project is best-suited to the

expertise and facilities the Center can offer. The model suits

some of the preferences of other participants, but it is at odds

with other priferred models of curriculum development in the

consortium, especially those for whom face-to-face common work

is not a prerequisite for cooperative development.

2.4C.4 THE DEVELOPMENT GROUP

2.4C.4.1 As has already been suggested, the development group in the CLI

is interested as much in the operation of the consortium as in

curriculum focus. The EWC could take on a study of the operation

of the consortium, or even a clinical-developmental role through

which it might help to identify impediments to joint work and

help the Circle participants to remove blockages to smooth

2.4C.4.2

J

interaction.

A large proportion of the CLI staff have had direct, or peripheral

involvement with the Circle: since the January 1979 meeting of the

consortium at the Center, many staff members have become aware

of its work. Indeed, the Circle meeting at the EWC came at a time

-
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when this project of the CLI was being designed, and the Circle

program seemed to present an unparallelled opportunity for

concretely expressing some of the CLI's aims ircooperative

practice. CLI staff have been working on models of curriculum

development which might be appropriate in helping the Circle

formulate its task of cross-cultural curriculum development.

- 2.4C.S DESCRIPTION OF RECENT WORK IN THE REPORT OF THE THIRD ANNUAL

MEETING OF THE pAanc CIRCLE CONSORTIUM, PP.12-13.

Activities related to the Pacific Circle program are being
carried out in the CLI's projedt "Problems in International
Cooperation". The purpose of this project is to study the
problems and processes involved in the management of international
cooperative research and development projects. The project
will examine and analyse key variables that characterise
research and development work through international 'cooperation.
The CLI hopes to produce management aids and educational
materials which will help people, especially project
coordinators, to be more effective in such activities. A
work program for 1979-1981 was outlined.

In January 1979, the Institute Sponsored an informal meeting
of members of the Pacific Circle Consortium. The meeting was
held at the EWC, Honolulu. As discussed above (2.1) two
subcommittees were formed at this meeting both of which were
chaired by members of the CLI. The work of these sub-
committees formed the major part of CLI Circle activity
.between January and September, 1979.

A planned CLI activity for March 1980 is to bring Pacific
leaders to a conference to address Pacific Island developient
issues. It is anticipated that the data bank of major
background papers, conference materials and the subsequent
action program, will be a valuable source for members of
the Pacific Circle Consortium.

2.4C.6 EVOLUTION OF THE WORK

1.1

During the life of the consortium of institutions, the EWC has

taken an increasingly active role. It has proposed and hosted

international meetings of consortium members and curriculum

developers, and has drawn up proposals for funding of a common

project. To some extent, these initiatives have met with

ambivalence in the consortium: to some, it has appeared that the,

emphasis on intense common development activities is premature,
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distracting attention from the intranational obligations of

participants incurred in the unilateral projects already underway,

to the others, the EWC proposals have been especially attractive

as a way of demonstrating the principle of international

cooperation and understanding in the precedent of intense face=to-

face, cooperative development work. Nevertheless, the CLI

has continued to take a significant role and to increase its

level of consortium-related-activity. In recent months, CL;

staff have played an important role in formulating a structural

proposal for the consortium of institutions.

2.4C.7 . FUTURE ACTIVITIES

in the light of the formalisation Of the Circle under its charter,

and given the prospect of a common project, the Circle as a whole

has tended to become more coherent as an entity, especially at

the institutional level of the Circle. EWC as a multinational

agency is able to provide some of the facilities and expertise

needed for international work and so helps to bind the identity

of the Circle at the institutional level.

2.4C.8 MAINTENANCE CONDITIONS, STABILITY AND INTERDEPENDENCE OF LEVELS

It is in the interests of'the CLI that the consortium take

on a common workshop-based project so that -its own goals and

procedures can be more fully expressed and utilised. An expanded

common work program.could be handled from the EWC's point of

view within the present capacity of its staff and in terms of

its likely facilitatory role (if not a direct curriculum-development I

role) assuming funds can be found for the project. .

2.4C.8.2 It ollows from t e present rort7i6i function of the CLI t at

interdependencies between levels of the Circle are presently

defined (against the background of CERI sponsorship) of less

consequence to CLI than to some other participating agencies.

Nevertheless, it would be beneficial to the consortium of

_institutions as a whole if relations between the US Policy Group

representative (NIE) and other participating US agencies could

63 be strengthened. This might have the effect of ratifying the

consortium of institutions as a CERI activity, and facilitate

continuing involvement for other agencies under the CERI umbrella.



2.4C.9 EMERGENT ISSUES

2.4C.9.1e' EWC involvement in the consortium of institutions may be enhanced

by-formalisation of the consortium structure and by a reshapingof

the common work program in the direction of a workshop-based
/
common 'project. This may incur costs io some other institutions.

2.4C.9.2

2.4C.9.3

'EWC facilities and expertise are in the management and coordination

of international, development work, usually involving experts or

policy-makers in transient projects which are translated into

action independently by participating agencies. This model may

clash with some.views'of the Circle as a CERI activity, and with

some views of the curriculum development tasks of the Circle.

Recognition by NIE of the EWC role in the consortium may help

to cement vertical'relations.ketween levels Of the Circle, to the

benefit of the Circle as a whole, but especially to the benefit

of those agencies participating in Cycle work primarily as an

expression of their contribution to CERI international work. ,
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2,5 CANADA ' COUNCIL OF MINISTERS OF EDUCATION (CME)

2.S.1 Canadian participation in OECD/CERI is through the CME; representation

on the CERI Governing` Board is by rotation among Provincial Ministers

or their representatives. Continuity of representation is therefore

a problem with respect to Canadian partifipation in CERI activities.

The Pacific Circle has not been exempt from these difficulties.

2.S.2 At the March 1977 Circle meeting in Honolulu, Canada was represented

by Dr. D. Larder of the Department of Continuing Education. At

the April 1978 "'okyo meeting, Mr. W.B.Naylor, Director of the 1.,

Curriculum Development Branch, British Columbia Ministry of

Education attended as an observer. Canada was-not represented,

at the informal Circle meeting in Hawaii in January, 1979.

2.S.3 In mid-1979, there was discussion among Circle.participations about

a Canadian institution which might_ ollnborate in developmental

work at the level of the Consortium of Institutions. Authorities

in British Columbia were apparently following the progress of

the Circle, but a potential participating institution had not,

been identified. Professor Geoffrey Mason, of the University of

Victoria, British Columbia, apparently visited"Larry"Fish at

NWREL and expressed an interest in participating if the way could

be cleared with education authorities and the CME; but some'other.

agency.in British Columbia could yet be nominated by the CME.

2.S.4 At the Third Annual Meeting of the Pacific Circle Consortium,

a Canadian representative was named: Dr. Harry K. Fisher of the

Ministry of Education in Ontario.

c
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-3 TYPES OF ACTIVITY EMERGING

Over the years 1976 -1979,the activities of the Consortium as a whole

have evolved. That is to say, disparate ideas and activates haie be#n

- developed by participants (variation) and these have undergone processes

af selection (through discussion, negotiation and endorsement and

ratification of selected features); and there has been a reproduction of

Circle-related activity over time-(in continuation Of the development

work unilaterally, bilaterally and multilaterally).

In this section, the emergent activities of the Conso um-Will be

considered in four general areas: (1) Consortium organisation, (2) the

conceptual framewgrk, (3)-communicationtand (4) the .proposal for &common .

project and the continuation of current initiatives.:, That is, the main

current and foreshadowed activities of the Consortium will be used as a

basis to consider its evolution.,

3.1. CONSORTIUM ORGANISATION

Participants believe that the Consortium has passed through (or is

passing through) three main developmental stages nationally labelled

"independent activity", "parallel play",, and "cmon work". It might be

more accurate to describe these stages in deielopment of the Consortium

as "parallel activities", "cooperative work" and "integrated work ", since

the first sta of independent activity is a precursor of

Consortidm work (is conception an event in one's own life?) and the last

notional stage of "common work" actually contains two distinct levels

of commonality: cooperation and integration. The development of 'formal

organisation provides a self-regulatory framework for cooperation --

it converts the contending self-interests of participants, served by

t parallel or loosely cooperative. work into integrated community self-

interests subject to endorsement and ratification by the Consortium.
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This is not to say, of colcse, that particular initiatives of a

parallel or loosely
ccoperstive liod will not continue. On the com-nry,

participants expect them to do ao. Rasher; it is lo assert that the

Consortium now has the right to endorse (or not to endorse) particular

activities as activities of the Consorttia.
In this sense, a new

regulatory andintegratinnechanism
exists:. ,

At the September, 1979 Annual Meeting,
Dr. ;Rodgers of CROG

presented a list of notional, states ranging
between weak and strong levels

of commonality. -It may be of interest to
reproduce ham here to indicate

some of the implications for'curriculum develocrienvof-di
ferentlevels

of commonality in working processes
and developed products.

Strong Degree Of commonality

'"One for All, All for One" Model

Common curriculum, centrally developed,

sea* for all students.

:
Statfaigencysakes a distinct and separate

contribution within a oommon, agreed curriculum plan.

Weak

::::criccue, Model
structure and'organisation

with joint curriculum.

"Leaky Syllabus" Model

Framework agreed, implemented

flexibly by local agency
according to local needs.

"Leader-Sorrewee Model
Materials developed by one

agency used by others.

"SwebuShon" Mods:
Ideas and materials exchanged,

organised according to users need:

"fierce Book" Model

Ideas manual with support,

materialso'bibliographies.
-

"Mice,fn The Mate" Model

study of international cooperation

processes.

"Coffee ".arch" Media

"-War lanai get-together

for its own sake.

Figure 1: Carriculudevelvesent processes and products likely to be

venerated under different
levels of commonality in PCC work.
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In ri'discussion of Dr. Rodgef's categoies, there was some agreement
4

that the Consortium was working in the area of4the,"leaky syllabus" and

"lender-borrower" models.

At the beginning, the activities of the Consortium could not have been

described according to this,system. Mere waS doubt among participants

about the degree bf.commonality to be achieved. There were activities

underway in most agencies which could be brought into the ambit of

Circle work and exchanged ( "lender- borrower" model), to be sure, but

these were conceived and developed independently of the Consortium.
O

Only with the development of.a common program of exchange could these

enter the range of Consortium activity (rather than independent initiatives).

Development work, as distinct from exchange, was to take place in some .

parallel farm. '(Even exchange could be described as a °parallel" activity,

since at the beginntRi exchange did not feed independent developments

directly).

From independent activity, then, the first stage of distinctly PCC

activity was parallel activity: independent initiatives proceeding in a

common direction.

From parallel activity, scserative activity emerged. The cooperation

extended beyond a common direction for the work: the work of one agency
,

began to embody the ideas and products of work from other agencies.

Exchange becatse more real and more productive; the articulation and

exploration of =the common conceptual framework became more essential.

In cooperative work, the ideas of .he Consortium as a group began to

fuel independent work, and independent work began to reflect the influence

of cc participants. It is true, however, that different agencies

partic4 ted in these and influence processes to different

degrees. The work o or ,r two agencies has been clearly affected by

the cooperative procebs, me or two others nave remained relatively

'unaffeLted.

Tha emergence of the final stage of integrated activity has been
ri

possible par4".y because the influence processes of coopereion haVe been

fruitful. But there has been an element.of caution in therstep from
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cooperation to integration. For one or two agencies, cooperation has

been real and has been quite sufficient; greater coordination did not

seem necessary. To others, integration has always been the aim. But

integration has been seen under two different aspects: integration of

development work, and integration of production. Integration of

development work requires only coordination of the work of individual

agencies within a common framework; integration of production requires

,a joint development task and joint production processes. The issue of

which form of integration should characterise the work of-the Consortium

remains unresolved. The proposed common project represents integration

of production; the continuing common work program represents integration

of development work.

The events of the Occasional Meeting of the Consortium in Hawaii

(January, 1979) and the Third Annual Meeting (Sydney -CanberraSeptember,

1979) led, in effect, to a compromise between the alternative views of

integration. Both the proposed project and the continuation of the common

work program were endorsed

The Consortium has moved, however, to a stage of integration. At

the January, 1979 meeting, the "Brownell Sub-committee" was formed to

develop a charter and constitution for the Consortium. The proposed

charter and constitution were modified and amended e: the September, 1979

meeting,and accepted as a formal structure. Other agreements ratified

the common project proposal (developed by the "Bickley Sub-committee")

and the continuation of the common work program. The work of the

Consortium thus'achieved organisational integration (incorporating

integration of development processes) and the proposed project allowed

for an element of inte, .tion of production, provided that funds could

be found for the work and satisfactory production processes est...dished.

The interosts of some participants are best served by integration of

development work; the interests of others are best served by integration

of,production Those agencies best served by integration of development

work are those with development funds at their disposal (N.Z. Education

Department, CDC, and to some extent CRAG). Those best served by

integration or production are those for whom project funds are necessary.

if they axe to continue to participate in a substantial way (EWL/CLI,NWREL,

NIER).
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The common project may be the only means by which these latter

agencies can continue to participate in the Consortium.

The development of the charter and constitution is thus a significant

step -- it is no mere expedient. The procedures they establish for the

election of officers, for governance and administration, for endorsement

of programs and projects as "official" activities and for regularising

new members are all significant in formally defining the community

self-interest, on the one hand, and for regulating the communication

and contact between the Consortium and other agencies on the other.

TI, "approval" mechanism, for example, allows the possibility that

unilateral, bilateral or multilateral activities may be endo:sed (or

not endorsed) by the membership. This may have a powerful legitimising

effect and thus exert a significant influence on new developments, whether

unilateral, bilateral or multilateral. For the moment, it also provides

a mechanism for endorsement of unilateral and bilateral work which does

not depend upon integration of production -- to some participants, this

may be among the most significant short -term values of the charter and

constitution.

The question of regulating membership is also significant. It is so

in three ways: first, it gives the membership of the Consortium of

institutions the right to propose new members for approval by the OECD/

CERI Governing Board; second, it formalises the membership process so

that new members can be bound to thewPCC charter and constitution; and

third, it poses the problem for OECD/CERI about relationships with non-

member states (of OECD). The question about the potential involvement

of institutions.in the Asian Program for Educational Innovation and

Development (AMID) is obviously relevant here. OECD /CERI Secretariat

advice that some such relationships may be handled within the'OECD policy

for relations with non-member states was encouraging to participants,

but further emphasises the rift between the institution-level and the

Policy-Group-level perspectives: the forma) intergovernmental relations

policies of OECD/CERI are, in effect, an obstacle to free association

for participating institutions. This issue has been technically resolved
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by the device of associate membership of the Consortium (which may be

appropriate for APEID-member institutions), but it highlights the tension:

at what point is free association with institutions in states outside

OECD more valuable to the Consortium than the legitimising function of

OECD? It is possible to imagine scenarios in which breaking the link

with OECD/CEPI would be preferable to losing opportunities to associate

with such non - OECD - stag: institutions.

To sum up, there has been an evolution of the consortium through the

developmental stages of parallel activity, cooperative activity and

integrated activity. There ere some issues yet to be decided about the

nature of integration most useful to the Consortium as a whole (integration

of development vs.-integration of production), but the Consortium has

clearly reached a level of integration where some formal powers exist for

self-regulation. This raises issues about the relations between the

Consortium and OECD/CEPI as well as about relations with institutions

outside the OECD member states.

3.2 THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

During the life of the Consortium there has been a gradual evolution

in the conceptual framework which orients and guides the common enterprise.

Aims and objectives were specified in the earliest Pacific Circle documents

(e.g. Pacific Circle Paper No.1, 1976), and these have been elaborated

and developed in subsequent papers and reports.

A series of general concerns, a view of education for international

understanding, a number of preferred teaching/learning strategies and a

series of possible foci (topics like trading, urbanism, use of the ocean)

have all been evolving through development, discussion and agreement.

A general framewogk of concerns, and the propositions which represent

an attempt to codify these (almost as a social philosophy) has been

elaborated over the years 1976-1979. It reaches a fairly high degree of

elaboration in the CDC Ideas Manual. Earlier forms of the framework and

propositions in Circle documents seem to prefigure the articulation of this

view; it seems likely that many of he elements in earlier documents were

developed from CDC, though elaborated and revised in Consortium meetings.



One piece of evidence in particular seems to support this CDC-origins

thesis: there is a new twist to the general framework in the latest

Circle documents -- The Report of the Third Annual Meeting and the'

proposal for a common project. This new twist reflects the group's

views on a discussion paper prepared by Dr. Frank Pottenger of CRDG,

presented at the Third Annual Meeting. The Pottenger paper emphasised

policy issues and a closer focus on the Pacific Ocean as a commcn

element; it does not overturn former perspectives so much as take a new

perspective on them.

.14

.in contrast to the elaboration, and generalisation of the conceptual

framework as a whole, there has been a narrowing of focus in discussion

of fiuitful areas for curriculum development work over the petiod. In
4

the earlier documents, a wide range of potential areas (including themes

such as urbanism, energy, ethnic differences and similarities) was to

be explored. The explorations have apparently yielded a progressive

sharpening of focus: certainly some themes have tended to become background

rather than foreground. In idly° in 1977, the peptic pants agreed to

pay specials attention to the two main themes of tiad' and use of the

ocean. .By 1979, at least for the purposes of the propos common project

(and at -least one other major bilateral activity -- the CDC 14REL joint

publication possibility), the focus had narrowed to wise use f ocean

resources.

By mentioning the fact that the focus has narrowed, no criticism is

intended. Marking out a substance or domain for development seems essential

to establishing a productive work program. The significance of the fact

is rather more obvious: members have been required to negotiate' an appropriate

domain from among a range of potentially-fruitful domains, and the topic

chosen reflects not only the common thread in past unilateral and bilateral

development work (as argued in the project proposal) but also the emergence

of a bloc of interests in the Consortium. The chosen focus lends itself

to interdisciplinary work, to be sure, but it also ralects a science-

education bias not as evident in some former developments which were "more
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culturally-based. There is at least some support for the hypothesis tt

this focus also reflects the policy-oriented and science-education interests

of the non-governmental agencies within the Consortium..

Finally, the development of the conceptual framework also reflects

changes in theLoreferred pattern of work for the Consortium. Where

earlier documents emphasised the need to work from geographically-distant

bases, the proposed work offers the prospect of more sustained work from

acommon meeting site. Other developments will continue from the individual

institutions, and improved mechanisms for communication will undoubtedly

help in the coordination of developments and in exchange of ideas, materials

and resourr ..s. The proposed project will involve substantial further

development of the conceptual frameworks by an'internatioPal teas'around

the chosen focus. This may hive a significant effect on later developments..

At the very least, the. development of the conceptual framework in the two

kinds of integrated work presently foreshadowed (integrated development

work and integrated production) highlights the distinction between two

contending images of the Consortium and its educational tasks: integration

through-a-coamon forum and-fiampwork vs.integration'through common ticks

and production prbcesses'.

3.3 COMMUNICATIONS

There has been an evolution in communication processes in the

Consortium. The means of communication have remained more or less the

same (though communication vial the Peacesat satellite seems to have been

rather unsatisfactory for general "meeting" purposes), but there has been

i refinement in the kinds of messages which have been relevant.

Dr. rs of CRDO undertook an analysis of communication and

exchange for the Consortium and reported to the last Annual Meeting. A

wide range of kinds of messages and media were discussed.

Several agreements of the Third Annual meeting Were particularly

relevant here. In the general area of "communication and information

exchange", four main agreements were reached: first, that members would
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create a project information exchange (modelled on the CDC "Project

Profiles"); second, that a common category system be adopted to facilitate

exchange and cataloguing of potential resource materials; third, that a

record be accumulated of Consortium personal and professional contacts

- and foUrth, that a monthly Consortium newssheet be produced to keep

participants abreast of activities in member agencies.

These agreements suggest that the Consortium has reached that stage

in its development where communication needs to be somewhat regulated --

both in the sense of being made regular and also in the sense that it be

coordinited so that participants have open and ready access to relevant

developments around the Consortium.

Thus the evolution of communication patterns in the Consortium

further evidence of its developing self-regulation and the increasing

definition of the substance of its .4-.11opment tasks.

3.4 THE PROPOSAL FOR A COMMON PROJECT AND*THE CONTINUATION

OF CURRENT INITIATIVES

The development of the proposed common project "Wise Use of Ocean

Resources" provides further evidence of the evolution of-Consortium

activities. This "common project" should be distinguished from the earlier

"pilot project" referred to in the earliest Circle documents, and which

developed into a "curriculum materials and processes project" (Pacific

Circle Paper No.2, March 1977). This was conceived as part of an "agreed

work programme" for the Consortium (Draft Report of Honolulu Meeting,

March 7-10, 1977). By October 1978, the Consortium had begun to refer to

its work both in terms of the wider "work program" and the "coact/3n project".

(Pacific Circle Common Project , draft: October, 1978; final: December 1978).

The common project consisted in cooperative development of the kind

outlined in the section on "Consortium organisation" above.

Increasingly, however, the distinction between the work program

and the common project became blurred. Work under the aegis of
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the Consortium began to be referred to~ (especially in discussions rata.

than documents in which the labels were somewhat more carefully applied)

as the "common work program". The label "common project" began to be ,

used to refer to an integrated activity, probably an integrated production'

activity (as distinct from an integrated development process activity).

Several proposals or proposal drafts have been circulated in the Consortium

as proposals for an integrated activity which was to become either the

basis for future Consortium work or an element of future work. Were was,

and is, some jockeying for position between these two perspectives.

The EWC /CLI has on two major occasions had major responsibility.for.

drafting a common project proposal. The first of,these, in 1978, seemed

in the end to be untimely: though'elements of the proposal received support,

it could not be.endorsed as the major platform for future work. The

second, developed by the "Bickley Sub-committee" of the.Consortium was

prepared between the January and September meetings in 1979, and endorsed

atthe latter meeting.as a proposed activity of the Consortium.

As has been indicated elsewhere in this report, the question of the

common project in its later-integrated sense is crucial. Its priority is

a matter about which participants in the Consortium disagree. For some,

it is very close to essential as a basis for future participation (especially

non-governmental agencies needing external funds); for others, it threatens

to "freeze" the evolution of the common work program As a whole, even

perhaps to demand such an intense level of activity that past Circle work

.and its attendant obligations may be undermined (especially governmental

agencies funded on the basis of their'curriculum development).

Following a summary of decisionsafidagreements in the Report of the

Third Annual Meeting (Sydney/Canberra, September, 1979), Skilbeck used the

perogative of his Chairmanship of the Consortium to comment on the issue:

The decision we,appeared to reach is that
the present program should continue to
receive priority, but that preliminary,
exploratory steps be taken to test the
feasibility of launching the phase II
project late in 1980 or 1981 ... The
financial rutuirements for the present
work program ought to be met as a top
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priority, viz., funds for translation and
to assist for attendance at the 1980 meeting
in New Zealand. In my communications with
CERI regarding a joint approach to funding'
agencies I am emphasizing that funds should
be sought first for these two purposes.

(p.4.)

It should be emphasised that, for at least some participants in the

Consortium, the common project rather than "the present program" seems

essential. For these participants, the common project is a natural

extension of the program of work to date. Mdreover, the proposal for the

common project has been amended to include at least some of the elements

referred to by Skilbeck.

Where; then, ,does the problem lie? First, there is the issue that

those agencies (of which CDC is one) which have already undertaken

substantial development work must carry it througif to completion and support

its dissemination and implementation. Obligations have already been incurred

by these agencies within their own educational systems, and these must

be honoured. But there is a second line of reasoning which may lead some.

agencies to prefer integrated development process work to the integrated

production work envisaged in the thrust of the common project proposal.

This line of reasoning may be discussed within the ecological metaphor of,

a "monoculture": an ecology which is dependent upon a unitary, highly

seledted gene pool and which is vulnerable to predation, changes in

ecological conditions and degeneration. In'common sense terms, it is

the ecological equivalent of "putting your eggs in one basket".

THE "MONOCULIURE PROBELM"

The present work program of the PCC contains many diverse elements

contributed by different participants, interacting in diverse ways and

evolving from a wide background of ideas and resources. Work produced

within such a program may be expected to.be robust because tested out

under a wide variety of naturally-occurring conditions. Curricula

developed from this foundation must be generated with a particular eye

to the circumstances of local implementation, yet they should be transferred,

from site to site, to see whether and how they will "take", adapted to .
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local conditions, and allowed to continue their evolution through

interaction with local ideas, circumstances, resources and cultural

styles.

If the work of the Consortium becomes less. diverse to the extent

of becoming dependent on one major "strain" bf-work, however, things

might be different. Though tested under a variety of conditions and

developed tor robustness (as far as possible in a limited time), the .

very unity of the work may become its undoing. It:may fit present '

circumstances, but not changing patterns in education or educational

,systems; it may work in test sites with collaborating teachers; but

not with teachers in general; it may become a.kind of orthodoxy and

by its nature provoke alternatives.

The problem of monocultures is that they are dependent on stability

of conditions, they are vulnerable to change, they often require

artificial breeding programs to maintain the robustness of the gene pool,

and they put at risk the wider ecology into which they are introduced.

The question is "can the common project of the PCC be thought of

as a monoculture?" In some senses, an affirmative answer might be given.

It does depend on the "hothouse" development:it may well introduce a

conceptual unity which reduces the diversity of ideas about the Pacific,

it may be taken up initially with enthusiasm but become vulnerable with

thepassingof time and withodi a strong support program. But there are also

good reasons for saying it is not a monoculture: it may not be so unitary

in its conceptual scheme as to deny diversity, it may be sufficiently

open to adaptation onsite that it does not.become vulnerable, and it may

not in any case be like a single "strain'? in the ecological sense.

Nevertheless, there is a problem for the. Consortium that. too narrow a

band of activities may mean that all its eggs (resources) will be in a
t

single basket. The Consortium may stand or fall on the basis of one major

activity. To Some participants, the risk is too high; for others it is,

not.

The overall workplan of the common project as presented in the proposal

suggests that the aim of the activity will be to incorporate diversity of
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perspectives,anot to synthesize it out of existence. It should 'represent

different cultural and disciplinary peispectives. As such the proposed *1

ectivity is not, metaphorically, a monoculture. On the contrary, it might

be seen as a source of diversity and interaction.

The point here is not to make the claim that the proposed common

project is (or is liot)i monoculture. Rather, it has been to attempt,

to explicate, through metaphor, the reasoning which leads wee participants

to favour the common project as the basis for evolution of the work of

the Consortium and others to see the general program as the most secure

basis for continuing evolution. In summary, the arguments hinge oh several

key issues: for some participants, a major funded. project seems the most

secure way to ensure continued participation,'while for others it does

not; for-some participants, the best in the.aspirations of the 'Consortium

maybe both modelled by and embodied in the proposed common project,

while for others the obligations of the past must be honoured and evolution

must be slater; for some, the proposed common project represents a threat

to the diversity and richness of interaction already evident in the present

work program, while to others the present program achieves too little

because the nettle of close cooperation in integrated production processes

has yet to be grasped.

The timing of steps towards the proposed common project is crucial

(as Skilbeck points out in his comments on the summary of decisions and

agreements cited above), but perhaps for a different reason. Waiting

too long to embark on the common project may undermine the basis for

participation in the. Consortium for some agencies; embarking on it too

soon may undermine the basis for participation for others, The events

of the coming months may decide which image of the Consortium will survive

-- though perhaps skilful diplomacy will allow the two images to continue

to exist. The history of the Consortium suggests that diplomacy rather

than confrontation will carry the day.
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4 LEGITIMATION

It is important for agencies outside the PCC or the OECD/CERI

Policy Group to recognise the Consortium as legitimate. It must achieve

both visibility andclegitimacy ib order to enter productive interactions

and enterprises. in the world beyond the "charmed circle" of participating

agencies.,0,

DERIVATIVE LEGITIMACY

"This .process of recognition is hastened by processes which indickie

that the PCC is vested .with icientity not'only by its powers to survive

(however tenuously at first] and its capacity to "capture" some of the

resources of the participating institutions in the service of 'their own
. .

- self-interests (forming gia community of selftinterests) but also.by its

. being demonstrably regarded as legitibate by already-legitimate agencies

'orjnstitlitions. Hence, OECD/CERI acknowledges the PCC as an "official"

0. activity, and the PCC refers'to itself as an "official activity of OECD/

CERI". This ritual of.recognition confers the status of legitimacy.upon

the PCC for those who care to note it, and allows potentially-tecognising4

institutions to order their Interactions with the.PCC as interactions -el

towards an "official" organisation under the OECD/CERI umbrella.

.

Simultaneously with the mutug=iibelling of PCC/as "official!' as ,one -

mechanism for establishing legitimacy, other processes occui. There ."."

are, for exam ple, the interactions between participating institutions-

and "third party" institutions which serve to draw atientioCto the 'PCC

as an institution-as-yet-to-be-met-with by these third paztiis. These

interactions create the possibility of there being tuch an institution

or agency called the PCC'with which they may meet at some time to cope.

This is a process of recognition "by stealth", perhaps, more pfoperly

termed "recognition of the potential efficacy of the PCC" (that istits.

capacity to make other instituters instrumental to its own enteiprisel.! r
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To give an example: when CDC approaches the New South Wales (NSW)

Department of Education to act as "host" institution for project workers in .

the CDC contribution to the common work program of the 'Circle, the legitimacy

of the Circle activity is established for the NSW Department of Education

officials first by CDC's legitimate status and second by the "sponsorship"

of the Circle activity under the auspices of OECD/CEkI. The legitimacy .

of the particular activity in NSW, underwritten by thevlegitimacy.of CDC

and OECD/CERI, extends from this base to the P.C. Consortium. Because

what happens in NSW will now be influenced by the decisions and concerns

of the Consortium, and because CDC and OECD/CERI underwrite these decisions

and concerns, the NSW Department of Education acknowledges the 'volition

of the PCC and recognises the (partial) instrumentalitiof CDC to those

. concerns. The NSW Department thus arrives at a situation where it is,

within the limits imposed by its own self-interests, willing to be

instrumental to the Consortium. It has Irrived at the situation where'

the Consortium is legitimised.

LEGITIMISATION BX INCORPORATION

Beyond this, still another mechanism for legitimation is available:

the constitution of the PCC as a legal or quasi-legal entity in its own

right. This has beet achieved by the development of the charter and

articles. of association of the PCC. By the process of developing these

articles of association the Consortium may, either under the auspices of

OECD /CERI or independently (through being accepted.as an international

, / association under international law, perhaps), have "legitimate" status
.

conferred upon itself. Theeprocess may be "legal" in the sense that

the 4rticles of association do indeed become legally- binding on participants,

or Chet may be "quasi-legal" in the sense that they represent an agreement

sntered into by the 1.articipants solely by their own declaration of intent

to cooperate bilt limited by the fact that the articles are simply self-

regdiating, that is, they are unenforceable by outside parties (e.g.

a third party could not sue the Consortium for damages or make claims -

against it).

.s
In the development of any institution, early informal negotiations

may give way to more explicit agreements which are finally made formal'and

'
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binding on participants. The concept of legitimation is useful in

allowing the observer of the process to see how fine the line is between

the various stages: the exEEELELof legitima:y may be sufficient for

most purposes, and the legal status of the institution may be irrelevant. (;.,'

It may o07. be necessary for the purposes of the institution that it be

a legally incorporated. These are the fine lines that participating

institutions have been negotiating in the conduct of the Consortium's

activities over the last four years. To the Japanese and probably

to the New Zealanders, derivative status through OECD/CERI is probably

sufficient. To the EWC/CLI,and NMI, and possibly CDC, independent

status may be seen as more useful in pursuing the common enterprise of

the Consortium. To CRDG, the decisions are not yet crucial: the common

work is yet to be decided and concrete commitments need only be made at

the point where:the work program itself demands obligations of CRDG.

IP

.

For OECD/CERI, it remains attractive to hold the right to confer (derivative)

legitmacy on the Consortium, bu. its interests are served either way: if'

the Consortium becomes a successful' independent organisation, it gill be

seen as'a product of a CERI initiative; if it remains an-activity of

OECD/CERI, it will contime to provide evidence of _cooperative activity

between OECD member states on the Pacific rim and hence provide some

continuing justification'for CERI itself.

The rAblem for CERI, however, is that it can only afford nominal

support for the Consortium. It can facilitate FCC's search for external

funds but cannot provide them itself; it can confer formal international/;

inter-governmental status on the activity through the OECD charter, but

it cannot (because of the variety of governmental and non-governmental

agencies participating) make the interinstitutional activity formally

intergovernmental. At a time when.CERI is under intense budgetary pressure

and required to demonstrate its capacity to carry out productive projects

in the interests of. OECD and .its member states, it is safer to claim

recognition for. facilitating international et-operation (which demands

only the present relative15, low levels of expenditure) than it is to

attempt to claim success in achieving the goal of cooperatively-produced

curricula. That is, it is easier to justify facilitating the process

than it is to justify the performance of the participating institutions

3
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or the products of their common work. This iz :specially so given the

limited resources available and the timescales for cooperative production.

At present, it would seen that the Consortium of institutions has

taken the initiative in regularising its arrangements. It has adopted

the'tack of seeking derivative status through CERI even to the extent of

seeking funds for an expanded work program through CERI. This is in the

interests of the Consortium of institutions while CERI,can provide

legitimation. Should CERI be unable to provide legitimation (by losing

its.own status as legitimate and potent), however, the present

arrangements made by the Consortium of institutions are sufficient for

them to seek legitimate status independently. And, at the moment .(for

all Sut,one or two of the participating agencies) a sufficient level of

past and future institutional resources has been committed for the

organisation to survive far three or four more years on the basis of present

and forseeable achievements.

It might be argued that CERI has served its purpose

for the infant. consbrtium, bringing it into.existence by providing a

r41.1 fins point'and a source of legitimation, providing minimal funds to

facili4kte 'As development, and shaping an expectation amongst other

institutions that the Consortium exists as a program and an organisation.

This achieved, the minimal conditions foi survi7a1 of the Consortium

night seem to have been met. The need for further support remains,

however, because the Consortium does not yet have legitimacy in its

own right, and because it does not yet have the resource base to ensure

its stability. In the short to medium-term future, CERI still has an

important role to plain establishing the Consortium as a viable

enterprise in its own right.
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CREATING THE CONDITIONS FOR SURVIVAL

In a paper on the organisation of living systems,. Varela, Maturana

and Uribel distinguished between "autopoietic" and "allopoietic" systems.

"Autopoiesis" is a form of organisation characteristic of all living

things. In such systems, the interactions of the system produce the

components of the system itself anu thus sustain its capacity to continue

functioning as a system. Put simply, the organism moves, eats, metabolisei

food and develops so that it can sustain its biological integrity and

.continue to move, eat, metabolise its food and develop. (At the species

level, variation, selection and reproduction work autopoietically).

Autopoiesis is thus a biological form of homeostasis "in which the critical
4

variable that is held conztant'is that system's own organisation".
2

By

contrast, an "allopoietic" system is one whose products are not the

components of the system itself. Most man-made systems are-of this

kind; for example, by its functioning a car does not produce its own

components; the production processes by which cars are produced are

independent of the car itself.

This analogy is a helpful one as we consider the development of an

institution like the PCC. The question we want to ask (and answer) is

"can the PCC become self-sustaining?" The language of autopoiesis/

allopoiesis allows us to address this question. The PCC may be regarded

as self-sustaining when its interactions create the conditions for its

own survival.

At the moment, and in former times, the,PCC has not been self-sustaining.

It has expended resources from other institutions (the processes of its

production and development have been relatively independent of its own

1 Varela, F.G. Maturana, H. Uribe, R.B. Autopoiesis: The organisation
of living systems, its characterization and a model. BCL Report No.25V,
Biological Computing Laboratory, University of Illinois at Urbana-

86 Champaign, n.d.

2 Stafford Beer, IgUtopoiesis", in R.Abramovitz et al.(eds.) 21:2rneti,le.
of C bernetics. BCL Report No.73.58, Biological taputing LaboriEFF,
University o Tllinoisar Urbana-Champaivn. 1974.



functioning) and, conversely', it has not yet been able to create the

conditions for its own survival by its own funCtioning (it still depends

on "sponsor" and "host" institutions for its survival and its payoffs

have mostly been for its sponsors and hosts -- OECD/CERI and the independent

participating agencies of the Consortium). But the events of the last

year suggest that the PCC may be approaching a state'where it can achieve

autopoiesis -- a kind of "critical mass" or "lift-off" in the survival

sense. It will do so when it can regenerate the conditions for its sown

survival through its functioning.

The conjecture that the PCC may imminently achieve autopoiesis is

plausible (a) because the work of the PCC is now more clearly specified,

(b) because the Consortium has begun to develop mechanisms for self-

regulation in its work, (c) because the conditions for maintaining the

work are now clearer to participating agencies, and (d) because the

Consortium is now seeking funds on its own behalf and will thus be in

a position to regulate its exchanges of resources to ensure its own

survival. In the short-term, this may be achieved by a grant of funds

to the Codsortium, but it may not achieve further funding; in the long

term, it must have'the capacity to continue receiving grants, to attract

further grants, and to sell its products in such a way that it can continue

to function on the basis of sales and services Tendered.

Such an analysis does not demand that the PCC be totally independent

and able to survive under any conditions; on the contrary, it demands

only that it find a niche tn the world of educational research and

development where its products are valued and sought, and where the'sale

or distribution of its products brings returns which provide the resources

for further work. An institution like NWREL has achieved this state,

as have most of the participating agencies of the Consor ..ium. They are

interdependent with the educational and governmental systems which support

them, not entirely independent of them. Yet they are able to use the

resources they generate not only to replicate past forms of work, but

also to adapt to changing conditions. Since they have a reserve of

institutional discretionary resources, they can produce new (variant)

kinds of work which can undergo seleqtion in the "market" for their goods,

and they have suff..ciently well-articulated orge.lsatiobal arrangements
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to be able to maintain themselves over time (reproducing the organisation

itself over time through socialisation of new members and the like,

rather than merely replicating past work).

Can the PCC achieve autopoiesis? In the analysis that follows, it

will be demonstrated that it may well do so. In a later section, threa6

to its aChieving autopoiesis will be considered.

THE CONDITIONS FOR SURVIVAL

The PCC is a "unit of interactions"! It interacts in specified ways

with other entities. It has a finite "domain of interactions" which

consists-of all of the qualities of interaction of which it'is capable. It

can cooperate in the production of curriculum m-tr.sials, it can engage in

cooperative work, correspond with other agencies, xchange curriculum

materials, influence the expenditure of institutional resources, and the

like. If its charter is accepted by OECD/CERI or some other legitimising

agency, it may receive funds on its own behalf, disburse them, form project

teams, fund travel for participants and so on.

As an autopoietic system, the Consortium will need to expend its

resources in such a way as to maintain its own functioning. It will have

to maintain its integrity as a system. This will require that it maintain

its characteristics as a functioning structure, viz, its wholeness, self-

regulation and transformation.
2

Its wholeness refers to its integrity

as a unit of interactions (having the requisite structural and functional

characteristics for survival -- some such characteristics have 126.f.n listed

in the preceding paragraph); its self-regulation depends upon its having

the capacity to order its work internally (to delegate tasks, to regulate

the work of participants and its production processes generally, and to

maintain itself through internal organisation); and "transformation" refers

to its capacity to reorganise its structure and function to adapt to

changing conditions.

1 Maturana, H. IT2112121yof Cognition. BCL Report No.9.0, Biological
Computing Laboratory, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 1970.
The terms of the analysis presented here are due in large part to the
vork of Maturana, a Chilean physiologist.

2 Wholeness, self-r3gulation and transformation are the basic ch^racteristics
of a structure. See Piaget, J., Structuralism, London: Routleoge and

Ke-an Paul, 1971:
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Living systems interact with their environment in order to maintain .

their basic circularity - the cycle of metabolism, growth and replication

(e.g. replacement of cells) upon which their integrity as entities and

hence their survival depends. The FCC, as a system, is developing its

means of "metabolism" -- the prodesses by which the "nutrients" available

to it (resources, available expertise) are built into "living matter"

(its working structures). But it is still growing towards the state

where it can be relatively autonomous and become complete enough and

flexible enough to attract these resources and incorporate them into

its own functioning structures. It has established its work patterns

(curriculum materials exchange, communication mechanisms, procedures

for calling meetings and organising itSactivities) to such a point where

it can reproduce its activity over time. But, as has been suggested, it

is not yet at the stage where it has the established resource base to

transform itself adaptively (by generating variant forms of work, finding

new funding sources, etc.) in the service of its own survival. It depends

for these transformations on the autonomy of its constituent participating

agencies and the working-out of their independent self-interests.

Only when the community of self-interests formed by these constituent

agencies reaches the point at which the interests of the Consortium can

be considered independently of those of the participating agencies, i.e.,

when the participants are themselves instrumental to the Consortium (or

replaceable in the Consortium) will the Consortium have developed a basic

circularity of its own. The formal charter of the Consortium provides

the mechanism for this "instrumentalisation" of participant agencies; as

yet the viability of the charter as a means of sustaining the identity

of the Consortium over time remains to be tested.

This analysis suggests that the following attributes of the Consortium
.

are essential for its becoming self-sustaining.

1 ATTRIBUTES ESSENTIAL FOP. rIE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNAL STRUCTURE AND

FUNCTION

The FCC must develop an increasing seise of wholeness (its integrity

as expressed in basic circularity), self-regulation and transformation;

The structural preconditions for this seem to be : 89



(a) that it develop adequate orienting and communicating mechanisms

and procedures - e.g. that it develop an increasingly precise

sense of what each institution can provide in the common wort

that it have known centres or foci for Its activity, and that

communications networks exist to allow exchange of ideas,

materials, skills, resources and experience;

(b) that it develop integrating mechanisms and procedures e.g.

evaluation mechanisms, a conceptual framework, a sense of its

historicity as represented in its annual reports and the charter

and constitution, organisational arrangements for coordination

and management of the work (including spetification of tasks

and allocation of responsibilities), and an increasing

commonality of understanding about purposes and the problems

to which the PCC is the solution; and

(c) that it develop production and distribution mechanisms and

procedures for its curriculum development, and dissemination

tasks.

Internal structure and function develop with the development of a basic

circularity unique to the tasks of the PCC. This is achieved in metabolic

processes by which resources are converted into products or new' mechanisms.

and procedures, in patterns of growth and in replication of structure and

function to maintain the integrity of the whole.

1.1 Metabolic conversion processes

First, the PCC has developed processes which allow communicaton and

common orientation. Bythese processes, it has been possible for

individual institutional missions to be coordinated into increasingly

common activity. The development of professional networks internally

to the Consortium has allowed individual institutional ideas to be

converted into common tasks. Processes for communicating, meeting,

and exploring individual and common commitments, and :or exchanging

ideas, materials and experiences have piomoted the development of

(a) increasing mutual recognition and understanding, (b) mutual

awareness of purposes and the available means to attain them,

'9u
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(c) an increasing commonality, of tasks, and. (d) a sense of reciprocity

-- a give and take between participants for the common good.

Second, the PCC has developed integrative processes which create and

maintain the community self-interests and sense of corporate identity

of the Consortium. These processes convert the disparate and contending

self-interests of the Consortium into community self-interests.

Awareness of the whole range of PCC activity has helped to give member

institutions a clear sense of how they .fit into. the common program;

increasing formalisation of structures has helped members to riach a

clearer understanding of how the Consortium operates and their

instrumentality to the common tasks, increasing awareness of problems

within the Consortium and in its external relations has helped members

to understand how it must be developed and transformed to become more

self-sustaining; describing and documenting the unfolding history of

the Circle has helped members to form a sense of its identity through

time and through transformations.

Third, the PCC has begun to develop and coordinate curriculum development
k

and dissemination mechanisms and procedures. These dimensions of its

productive capacity are essential to the sense of utility and potency

of the Consortium. Perhaps the most pressing task has been to find
A

(within its own resources and/or the resources of participtting

institutions) the means 9f curriculum produCtion and the means for

distribution or marketing of its products. Over time, it must develop

and coordinate processes for using funds, finding new curriculum

resources, finding staff with relevant expertise, devising work

patterns appropriate to international work, and generating products

recognisable as originating from the Pacific Circle activity. And

then it must organise mechanisms and procedures for marketing these

products so they will return resources to the PCC.

1.2 Growth and development

In order to achieve "lifi'-off" as a self-sustaining organisation, the

PCC must organise processes for."learning"; for its growth and

development as an entity.

t
9
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marketing -- the capacity to generate variant products, work patterns,

communications networks and integrative mechanisms in the light of

environmental response to its structure, functioning and pioducts.

1.3 Replication of structure and function

In order to maintain its integrity as a structure over time and through-

transformation, the Consortium must be'able to replicate past patterns

of interaction as these are appropriate to new conditions. This is

beginning to be achieved by formalisation (e.g. in the agreement to.

the charter, and'in recording agreements, tasks and responsibilities)

and by proceduralisation. Agreed, explicit procedures for communication,

exchange, membership, integration (management, coordination), production

and dissemination of products all allow participant agencies to recognise

in specialised, particular acts the functioning of the Consortium as a '

whole -- the performance of such acts is interpreted within the agreed

framework of Consortium structure and function.

2 ATTRIBUTES ESSENTIAL FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS AND

INTERACT/ON

The development and integration of internal structure and function has

its external counterpart. As the participating agencies order their inter-

relationships and interactions with one, another, they must also order their

relationships with external agencies and conditions.

First, for the purposes of the Consortium, participating agencies must

be able to identify other agencies with which the'Consortium may develop

productive relations. In particular, these are'funding sources, potential

users'of its products and potential member institutions. It must build

external communication networks which enable it to contact these agencies.

In part, this has been achieved on the basis of the OECD/CERI network of

relationships, and in part by using the external communication networks of

the participating agencies. This has been evident both in the search for

potential sponsors of a common project and in the identification of potential

1.1

users (teachers, schools, schoolfsystems). Increasingly, and especially in .
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marketing --,,the capacity to generate variant. pro. cts, wor pat erns,

communications networks and integrative mechanisms in the light of

environmental response to its structure, functioning and products.

1.3 Replication of structure and function

In order to maintain its integrity as a structure over time and through

transformation, the Consortium must be able to replicate past patterns

of interaction as these are appropriate to new conditions. This is

beginning to be achieved by formalisation (e.g. in the agreemesnt to

the charter, and in recording agreements, tasks and responsibilities)

and by proceduralisation. Agreed, explicit procedures for communication,

exchange, membership, integration (management, coordination), production

and dissemination of products all allow participant agencies to recognise

in specialised, particular acts the' functioning of the Consortium as a

whole -- the performance of such acts is interpreted within the agreed

framework of Consortium structure and function.

(-

2 ATTRIBUTES ESSENTM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS AND

INTERACTION

The development and integration of internal structure and-funCtion has

its external counterpart. As the participating agencies order their inter-

relationships and interactions with one aiother, they must also order their

relationships with external agencies and conditions.

First, for the; purposes of the Consortium, participating 'agencies must

be able to identify other agendies with which.the Consortium may develop

productive relations. In particular, these are funding sources, potential

users of its products and potential membeF institutions. It must build

external commudication networks which enable it to contact these agencies.

In part, this has been achieved on'the basis, of the OECO/CERI network of

relationships, and in part by using the external communication networks of

the participating agencies. This has been evident both in the search for

potential sponsors of a common project and in theyentification of potential

users (teachers, schools, school-systems). Increasingly% and especially in
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relation to'sponsors, the Consortium has centralised its communication,

processes so that communicktj.on is identified as with the Consortium mater

than participating agencies, (Hence the proposal for common work was

intended to pass through the office of the Chairman of the Consortium to

OECD/CBRI and thence to sponsors),. Interestingly, this happens to a lesser

degree with potential users. There are cases of centralised communication

with potential users, however, as in the case of the "discussion forum" in

Sydney (part of the September 1979 Annual Meeting) where potential Australian

users of Pacific Circre materials attended a meeting of the whole Consortium.

Similarly, the meeting in Sydney with participants in the Asian Program for
-)

Educational Innovation and qelopment (APEID) helped the Consortium to

define its relationship to a roughly comparable body (with some similar

functions but neither sponsor nor user). Finally, there has been weak or

indirect evidence of centralised communication when participating agencies

make unilateral contacts with potential sponsors or users and refer them.

to PCC documents to explain the purpose of the interaction.

Second, the development of external relations is evident in interactions

which identify the Consortium as an entity for other agencies. One important

aspect of this identific tion process is-the activity of legitimising the

Consortium. This has been discussed elsewhere in.this report (Section 4).

Procedures for extending the membership of the Consortium also serve to

define its identity externally. The new charter involves a procedure by

which appropriate institutions and agencies may be invited to join the

Consortium and by which their' membership can be formalised and "regularised".

Such procedures also create Cie mechanism by which potential participants

can be "instrumentalised" to the structure an* function of the Consortium.

But the most compelling form of identification of the Consortium will come

as it establishes productive relations with third parties (sponsors and

users), and can be seen to be performing valued services for them. The

Consortium would appear to have achieved this in relation to the OECD/CERI

Governing Board, insofar as the Consortium has created a means for international

cooperation between member states in curriculum development and innovation

in the area of international understanding.

Third, the Consortium must develop external interactions which allow

it to carry out its curriculum development and dissbmination tasks. In the

past, the Consortium has depended almost entirely upon the instrumentality
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inctividual participating agencies to carry out its work. Increasingly,

it must arrange access to the means of prOduction for multilateral tasks.

This may occur in some bilateral projects or for the proposed common

project. If it is to develop productive capacity in its own right, it

mast be able to hire or deploy staff for Consortium purioses (as distinct

from the purposes of individual participants), attract resources for

common work, and organise production. at the Consortium level. Similarly,

it must gain access to means for distribution of its products and its

resources, deploying them where they hay best serve Consortium purposes

.,and functions. Finally,'it must arrange the marketing ,ofsits products

so that they are seen to be products of the Consortium and so that they

careturn new resources to the Consortium for further work. At the

moment, it would seem that the*Consortium hA not yet achieved instrumental-

isation of participants to the community self-interests of the group;

in this sense, it.is still instrumental to participating agencies and not

yet, independent of them. Such resources as are returned to Circle work

from Circle work are'returned to individual participants and'not to the

whole.) In this sense, the political economy of.the Consortium is based

on "parallel" activity, not integrated ;Aeration.

THREAV TO -SURVIVAL 1

J

The FCC has not yet achieved autopoiesis It may survive without doing

so, simply as an association of,participating agencies, whose self-interests

are served by the cooperation the Consortium makes. possible. But the events

of the,last year or so suggest that in order to maintain cooperation a

new level of organisation has become necessary. If the whole was not to

fragment along the 14pes of the contending self-interests of participating

agencies, then the group needed'to achieve a new level of integration.

The charter and its formal procedures, the "formal record of agreements and

decisions, and the record of expected future activities have all served

to bind participants to the Consortium and to instrumentalise them to the

common program. This formalisation and proceduralisation has no doubt helped

to integrate the Consortium and to order its operation both internally and
4

externally. Such explicit agreements only seem necessary, however, when .

there are threats to the - integrity of the whole either internally (from



articipants) or externally (from outsiders). There are indications t

individual institutionalcself interests have threatened the community

self-interests, and that the fragile,network of implicit understandings

could have shattered under more intense pressure. Under such circumstances,

centralisation of decision making and coordination of unilateral initiatives

may be necessary. But, in the longer term, there is also a danger,in too

slavish a fealty to the common program, too literal an implementation of

its policies, or too'inflexible a set of procedures which could reduce

c) the capacity of the Consortium to transform itself in the'light.of changing

circumstances; .rlfre\time being, however, the problem is of reaching

!common interpretations'bfrcorporate principles and procedures, not of being

too slavish, literal or inflexible in implementing them.

In any case,:thePCC has shown:and-Continues to SholTa'Stiebhg interest

in evaluation is a means for recognising threats to its survival. Many

of the dangers: listed belowmay be countered by the Consortium in the light

of. its own evaluative activity.

4:1

Both within the Consortium and in its external relations and "interactions,

threats to survival may be located in its patterns of communication, its

integrative _procedures,, and its production functibns.

In relation to internal structure and function, threats to the survival

of ,the PCC exist in each of the domains of metabolic processes; processes

of growth and development, replication'ind

With respect to metabolic processes, the Consortium may be endangered

(a) by failure to convert contending self- interests into Community self-

ipperesis, (b) by inequities in reward (wherethe self-interest ofone

or a small group of participants are served at the expense of others), (c)

failures of communication and reciprocity of understandings within,*(with

consequent breadown in integrative functioning)er. and (d) by failures of

productive ,capacity. There is evidence of occasional disharmony in internal

relations which suggests that some of these dangers may be or become real.t

As might be expedted; the .contending self-interests of participating, agencies

are pulling the COnsc-tiam in slightly different directions with respect .

to agreed procedures, appropriate tasks,.'appropriate work patterns and
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ppropriate strategies. This is to be expected as negotiations over the

form of the Consortium take place between participants. To some extent,

these negotiations have resulted in agreed principles and procedures,

but several crucial questions of self-interests remain to be decided, for

example, with respect to the priority of a common project as against looser

cooperativedevelopments, or with respect to the preferred relationship

between the Consortium and OECD/CERI (in both cases the self-interests

of different participants are unequally served by a resolution one way

or the other) .

With respect to growth and development, the Consortium may be threatened

by failure to achieve order and stability (dynamic equilibrium) in

communication, by failure to achieve integrated cooperative work (rather

than individual or parallel activities), and by failure to achieve productive

capability. The Consortium is still in the process of resolving these

problems, and there is no reason to believe that acceptable solutions cannot

be devised.

With respect to replication, there is some risk that formalisation

and proceduralisation cannot be achieved to a sufficient degree to allow

participants to carry out the work of the Consortium by invoking its

characteristic patterns of communication, coordination, production and

distribution. This is a problem of "memory" the Consortium must have

conventional modes of response available to meet at least some standard

situations. As has been suggested, it is currently developing such procedures.

Still another problem area for the Consortium is that of developing

adaptive capacity. At the moment, its procedures are fluid and open, but

the process of formalisation and proceduralisation has begun. Should its

procedures ever become rigidified, there is the danger that it will be

unable to adapt to changing circumstances. A special problem of adaptability

is addressed elsewhere in the report (pp.80-82) as the "monoculture problem":

the problem of unified common work which does not permit sufficient

variability to maintain viability in changing conditions.

In relation to external structure and function, the Consortium is prone

to several kinds of dangers. First, it may fail in communication -- to build,
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adequate communications with hosts and sponsors which can establish

the channels for exchange of products and resources and make regulation of

such exchanges possible.

Second, the Consortium may fail to establish its identity vis-a-vis

potential sponsors, users of its products and other agencies necessary for

its productive work. Moreover, it may fail to establish its legitimacy,

either derivatively.(through OECD/CERI and the participating agencies) or

independently (by its own efficacy). In this case, it will only have

interactions with third-party agencies when these are mediated through

OECD/CERI or participating agencies. But the Consortium may fail to establish

its identity for external agencies in another way: if it fails to "instru-

mentalise" participating agencies, then it will only exist as a kind of

banner or rallying-point for participants. In this case, third-party

institutions will want to decide whether, in their interactions with the

PCC, they are not in reality serving the disguised self-interests of

participating agencies ("disguised" in the sense that they are represented

through the prism of the Consortium), rather than the explicit community

self-interests of the Consortium.

Thirdly, and most straightforwardly. the Consortium may fail to

achieve market viability. It may fail to organise its means of production

adequately or efficiently for its tasks, it may fail to generate usable

products, it may fail to distribute them adequately, or it may fail to

organise the means by which resources are returned to it (directly through

sales or indirectly through achieveing "visibility" and attracting further

grants) for continuing productive work. For the present, these processes

are mostly "on the drawing-board" for the Consortium: by and large, its
.

activity to date has been loosely cooperative rather than highly integrated.

Bilateral projects may bring appropriate mechanisms and procedures into

existence, as may the proposed common project. For the time being, however,

the Consortium depends upon the productive efficacy ci individual participants;

it has not yet needed to specialise its own production processes and locate

different tasks with different participants (or create its own production).

It has been sufficient to have undifferentiated 'production processes, in

the sense that each Consortium member has produced its own products; the

Consortium has only produced an integrating framework -- and has needed
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Amly the means to produce such global organisational principles (the

means of production being meetings,between specialists with appropriate

expertise, means for communication between them, and common commitment

to the task).

As the tenor of these remarks suggests, the events of the next two

years will demonstrate whether these threats to the Consortium are more

hypothetical than real. The major questions still hinge upon the willingness

of participant institutions to become instrumental to the communitrself-

interests of the Consortium, their willingness to participate in a highly-

integrated common project, and their willininess to participate in

activities of the Consortium of institutions as outlined in the charter (as

distinct from participation in the Consortium as an expression of OECD/CERI

activity -- the Consortium of countries). Each of these questions affects

the self-interests of participating agencies differently. It is along

such lines that the fabric of agreements to date could become unravelled.

It should be noted, however, that the Consortium has a history of

successfully negotiating agreements along such lines of contention, and

even lithe questions are becoming harder (in the sense that they touch

participants' self-interests more directly) there is evidence that the

common aspirations of participants, the accumulated goodwill, and the

history of cooperation may provide sufficient cohesion for the Consortium

to ride out the storms of contention.
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